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Navy enters battle; 
shells Lebanese 
artillery position 
BEIRVT lAP) - The V.OS. 
Navy unleashed its firepower in 
Lebanon for the first time 
Thursday. destroying a Druse 
militia battery that shelled 
Beimt airport while two Marine 
generals were inspecting 
Marine positions. 
Nc casualties '''''rt~ reported 
at the airport, where four 
Marines have been kill"!! ::nd 28 
wounded since late last month. 
But police said 52 Lebanese 
were killed and 114 wounded in 
fierce Christian-Drus"? fighting 
in the mountains "\'erlooking 
the airport. 
The Druse. in a si.'ltement 
issued by their Progessive 
Socialist Party, clalmi:'d 
Lebanese troops and Christian 
Phalange militiamen burned 
down a Druse religious shrine in 
Ebey. 7'" miles southeast of 
Beirut and "massacred" 40 
men. women and children who 
had taken refuge there. 
There was no independent 
confirmation of the claim. the 
latest in a series "f reports of 
massacres by both Christians 
and the Syrian-backed Druse 
since Israeli troops pulled out of 
the mountains Sundav. Israel 
red~{lloyed its troops-to safer 
POSItiOns. 
The V.S. Navy frigate Bowen 
fired four rounds from its five-
inch guns as the mountair. 
fi~hting raged and the Marine 
base below was shelled. "We hit 
the target that we aimed at," 
Manne spokesman Warrant 
Officer Charles Rowe said. 
Lt. Ge.l. John H. Miller and 
Maj. Gen. Alfred M. Gray were 
inspecting the Marine com· 
pound when the shelling started 
and witnesses said one round 
landed about 50 yards from 
them. 
The generals and other 
Marines took cover. while 
Marine gunners responded '>lith 
six rounds from a 155mm 
howitzer at the end of the 
runway as the Bowen's guns 
blastea away. 
LanCt~ Cpl. Michael Cavallaro 
.of PrOVidence, R.I., a driv.;'1' in 
the generals' convoy, took ;! 
piece of shrapnel in his helmet 
il''lm the shells. 
MBler. commanding general 
of tile Fleet Force Atlantic at 
Norf.,lk, Va., and Gray. com-
mand~r of the 2nd Marine 
Division at Camp Lejeune, 
N.C .. visited the first platoon of 
Alpha Company, which suffered 
two deaths Monday and two 
more Tuesday. 
Miller told reporters, "No one 
expects the Marines to stay 
here hunkered down under fire 
from known positions and not 
respond." 
He als& said he expected 2.000 
Marines waiting offshore to 
remain in reserve, but added: 
"If needed, they will be used." 
On Wednesday, V.S. and 
French jet fighters roared over 
Lebanon for the first time in a 
show of force after Marine and 
French positions in west Beirut 
were shelled. One Marine was 
wounded and at least two 
French soldiers were killed. 
Wealthy Chicagoan charged 
in Illot to mllrder Washington 
CHICAGO tAP) - A WE''tlthy 
Chicago real estate broker has 
been charged with attempting 
to hire a gunman to murder 
Mayor Harold Washington. 
Cook County State's Attorney 
Richard M. Daley said Thur· 
sday. 
The suspect was identified as 
Lawrence N. Oberman. 38. of 
Chicago. He was arrested 
Wednesday night and charged 
with two counts of solicitation to 
commit murder and one count 
of possession of cocaine. He was 
indicted on the charges by a 
Cook County grand jury. 
Daley said Oberman was 
tape-recorded while s'lliciting a 
g(;vernment informan! to 
murder Washington for a sum 
of mtmey. He refused to disclose 
either the amount of monev 
involved or what motivation 
Free balloons 
was behind the alleged scheme. 
Sources indicated. however. 
that Oberman had offered $1 
million to have the mayor 
assassinate-j and that he was 
concerned about the city's 
future under W<!shington's 
arim inis tra tion. 
Daley did ('oniirm that 
Oberman was tape-recorded, 
saying, "We have tape recor· 
dings that corroborate the 
solicitation. " 
Oberman was arrested in 
front of his home in an afnuent 
lakefront neighborhood on the 
city's Near North Side after 
allegedly purchasing \',. ounces 
of cocaine from a government 
undercover agent, Daley said. 
He was· in cu!;tody Thursday. 
Bond was set at $4 million by 
Circuit Court Judge Joseph 
Urso. 
Oberman's attorney. George 
Murtaugh, said Oberman will 
plead innocent to the charges at 
his arraignment, which is 
scheduled Sept. 29. 
Daley said Washington's 
safety was never in jeopardy 
during the investigation. He 
said the Mayor's boydguards 
were advised of the in-
vestigation when it began Aug. 
12. The probe originated with 
the Federal Tlr1!g Enforcement 
Administration but sub-
sequently was turned over to 
local authorities. Daley said. 
The informant was identified 
only as Keith Freeman. Daley 
refused at a news conference 
Thursday to disclose further 
details about Freeman 
Daley said Oberman had no 
previous criminal record and 
84>1' PLOT, Page 2 
Staff Photo by Neville Loberg 
Cathi Edman. sophmore in public relatioos. gives E-Nighl. to take place Friday in the Studeut 
away balloons in the Free Forum area promoting Center. See story on Page 8. 
USO resolve moves speakers Council members to review 
final stadium safety report 
Gus says the baloney dished out 
oulslde FaneI' interferes with 
the baloney dished out in'llde. 
By Bruce Kirkham 
Staff Writer 
The senate of the Vn-
dergraduate Student 
Organizat;on passed a 
resolution Wednesdav 
requesting that speakers at the 
north end of the Student Center 
be asked to move to the Free 
Forum area. 
The underlying reason for the 
resolution concerning speakers 
f'\ltside the Student Center was 
the noise genera ted by the 
crowds attracted to the 
speaken:, disrupting classes in 
the southeast comer of Fa!ler 
Hall. 
Professors' of FaneI' Hall 
classes have cl'mplailled of the 
crowd noises in the past. 
Current policy iictales that 
speaken: are asked to move to 
Ute Free Forum area only after 
a professor makes a complaint. 
The Free Forum area is the 
grassy area immediately east 
of the parking garage near the 
Student Center and Faner Hall. 
The resolution, written and 
submitted by Mike 
Majchrowitz, senator from the 
See Us(), Page 3 
Minister to set up gay church, 
By John Schrag 
Staff Writer 
Establishing a church hardly 
seems like a controversial 
endeavor. But when the church 
ministers to hn;nosexua's. it is 
hound to rai~e a few e~·ebrows. 
Reid Christensen IS used to 
raising eyebrows. For the i-·ast 
six years he has been the pastor 
of a gay church in Quincy, and 
he is now trying to set up a 
simuar ministry in Carbondale. 
A member and minister of the 
gay-oriented Universal 
Fellowship of Metropolitan 
Community Churches 
Christensen also helped 
establish churches in 
Springfield, Peoria, Columbia. 
Mo .. and the Quad Cities area 
whik he was in Quincy. 
Ht' said Carbondale 
represents a special challenge. 
As rhe denomin.ltion's name 
implies. lil'MCC churches are 
located in metropolitian areas. 
and Carbondale is the smallest 
"ity where the VFMCC has 
taken its ministry. 
Christe!':sen said he was 
warned that the 8ible Belt 
nature of SOUlhern. Illinois 
might pose some problems. He 
acknowledges that Carbondale 
will be "a tough nut to crack" 
but he remains confident that 
the ministry will be successfully 
established. 
"I have always found that 
most people are willing to live 
and let hve," he s3id, "and 1 
don't see why Southern Illinois 
will be any different." 
Christensen already has 
received ~ome oppositil'ln. A 
recent article about him in the 
Southern lIIinoh.ian brought 
several letters to the editor 
protesting the establishment of 
The final structural safety 
report on McAndrew Stadium 
will be reviewed hy the SIU 
Architecture and Design 
Council and discussed at the 
next meeting, Council Chair-
man A. D. Van Meter said at the 
Council's meeting Thursday. 
President Albert Somit said 
announcements will be made 
prior to Saturday'S game 
requesting fans not to engage ill 
rhythmic movements in unison. 
McAndrew Stadium is per-
fectly safe for normal usage and 
the fans have to know this." 
Somit said. 
Copies of the final report 
conducted by Hanson Engineers 
Inc. on the stadium's east 
stands were giv:n to council 
members at the beginnin~ of the 
meeting. -
Replying to. questicns on what 
action would be taken, Somit 
said me University would be 
undertaking some structural 
stiffening. and added, "We 
can't·be sure the issue will be 
re!'olved with this report." 
expects problellls 
a gay church. 
The other churches that he 
helped established also met 
with some resistence. he said. 
He said he has seen a pattern 
whert' city residents will sit idly 
by when a gay bar opens, only to 
protest the establishme!lt of a 
gli:V chlJrch. 
"They don't mind us having 
nur own bars," he said. "but 
when we claim access to 'their' 
God, they get upset." 
But Christensen said he 
welcomes criticism because it 
gives publicity te the church 
and serves to mc1ke people 
aware about what he sees as the 
inabilitv of traditional 
dt'nominations to accept 
homosexu. '1. 
Although a few Protestant 
denominations have recentlv 
ordained gay ministei's, 
Chnstensen said most 
traditional churches have 
alienated homos~'I(uals and 
made them feel sinful because 
of their sexual orientation - a 
tendency that he feels is con· 
trary to the mission of 
See CHURCH! Page. I! 
City weighs jobs vs. housing News Roundup-----. 
Reagan plans step against Soviet!1 It" Paula J. Finlay 
Starr Writf'r 
City planner Linda (;)adson 
admit.s that housing for both the 
low· ;!Od moderate·incomed and 
"labor-type" jobs are in short 
supply in Carbondale. And when 
one has to Oe sacrificed for the 
other, it's difficult to decide 
which should be the one to go. 
A proposed expansion by Jim 
Pearl Inc., 1015 E. Walnut, 
would cr·:?ate about 12 new jobs, 
but the 1.94 acre lot where a 
proposed parking lot and body 
shop would be built requires re-
zoning from a residential area 
to secondary business in what 
Gladson called a "vulnerable 
single housing neighborhood." 
"I think the case is a real toss-
up." she said. 
Members of the Carbondale 
Planning Commission didn't 
agree which way the loning 
request should go and with one 
member abstaining voted 5-3 to 
recommend that the City 
Council approve the request. 
The request for the re-loning 
of Pearl's lot was met with 
opposition from neighbors at a 
public hearing at Wednesday's 
planning ('om mission meeting. 
Howard Ziegler, 313 Crestview 
Lane, read 1\ letter from 
members of Tatum Heights 
Approvement Association and 
submitted a 'Jetition signed by 
78 residents 11f' his neighborhood 
asking that the commission 
deny the request. 
Pearl proposed a two-stage 
expansion of his automobile 
dealership in the lot behind his 
current business. The first 
stage would be a 45 to 50 space 
employee parking lot. T!"~ 
second stage, a body and paint 
shop with orfice space, should 
follow in about two years. 
Pearl said business at his 
dealership has grown and the 
extra space is needed. His 
business now employs 65 local 
pPOple and the second sta!!e of 
the expansion would add jobs 
for about 10 mechanics. skilled 
union labor, and about two 
unskilled laborers. according to 
Pearl's attorneY William 
Broom. -
Ziegler said that re-zoning 
would be inc .... mpatible with 
keeping "the quiet atmosphere 
of the low density housing 
area." Ziegler said that he and 
the other neighbors in at-
tendance, who numbered about 
20. were concerned with the 
noise generated by a body shop 
and the unloading of transport 
trucks, and that there had been 
problems with noise from the 
business before. 
Charles Murden, a Car-
bondale land appraiser an-
swering questions from Pearl's 
attorney, said that he had been 
to Pearl's business on Wed-
nesday and the noise level in the 
existing body shop was "low. 
practically none." 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan has decided to 
impose further steps against the Soviet Union in response to its 
attack on a Korean airliner, his chief spokesman said Thor 
sday. 
"I would expect that those would come very soon," said 
Larry Speakes, the spokesman. 
He said they would n'lt deal with an eml:>argo on grain sales 
to the Soviet Union or a delay in arms negotiations, and in-
dicated the moves WiJ'Jld not limit the sale of equipment for a 
Soviet natural gas pipeline. a key area of Western economic 
contact with the Soviets. 
Death penalty popular, poll shows 
CHICAGO (AP) - Seventy-seven percent of 1.599 adults 
questioned in a survey supported the death penalty for con-
victed murderers, but 81 percent disapproved violation of 
personal privacy by wiretaps. 
The poll by the National Opinion Research Center at the 
University of Chicago said the support for capital punishment 
was one point off the recoro high of 78 percent last year. 
Rebels bomb ~Ianagua airport 
Trustees approve new budget 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Two light planes piloted by 
rebel exiles bombed Managua airport and the area around the 
Nicaraguan foreign minister's home early today, causing 
heavy damange but no casualties, official.s said. 
The army spokesman, Commander Roberto Sanchez, said 
anti-aircraft gunners at the airport downed one of the planes, a 
propeller-m-iven Cessna 402, which crashed at the base of the 
control tower, killing the pilot and co-pilot. 
RY Phillip Fiorini 
Starr Writer 
A fiscal year 1985 budget of 
$186.6 million, which would 
allow for salarv increases for 
all employees in the SIU 
System, was approved thur-
sday by the Board of Trustees. 
percent for faculty and staff and 
6 percent for civil service 
workers, as well. 
But Shaw said the recom-
mended catch-up increases in 
next year's budget request 
would not restore the pur-
chasing power that was lost last 
year and in earlier years. 
The RAMP guideline states 
that "evidence indicates that 
faculty, professional staff and 
civil service employees are 
deserving of catch-Up funds of 
considerable magnitUde." 
Budget distribution would be 
as follows: SIU-C would receive 
$107.2 million; SIU-E $49.6 
'nil!ion: the School of Medicin~ 
$24.6 million; the School of 
Dental Medicine $4.04 million 
and the Office of the Chancellor 
$1.08 million. 
The 12.6 percent increase in 
the budget over last year also 
includes funds for SIU-C for 
operation of new and expanded 
programs totaling $.'1.2 million, 
adjustments for financial 
guidelines of r~2,OOO. and the 
monies for catch-up salary 
increases ~ualing $5.1 million. 
Al.so listed ID the budget is a 
negative adjustment of $200,000 
for the School of Medicine in 
Springfield. 
Two U.S. senators scheduled to land in Managua had to be 
put in a holding pattern because of the bombings. 
Telephone company hit by strike 
SYCAMORE (AP) - Continental Telephone Co.'s illinois 
operations were hit by a strike at 12:01 a.m. Monday when 
members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers obeyed a union order to walk off the job. 
No delays in service to the company's 160,000 residential and 
industrial customers in 300 communities throughout Illinois 
were reported as of noon today, said CONTEL spokesman 
C.W. Strand. 
Budget requests totalling 
about $21 million more than last 
year werl~ approved as a part of 
the Rf'SOUI'ce Allocation and 
Management Program, a 
document required by the 
Illinois Board of Higher 
Education for communicating 
SIU's planning decisions and 
resource requirements for the 
next fiscal year. 
"Even if we were to receive 
the funds, we would still find 
ourselves behind," Chancellor 
Kenneth Shaw said at the 
PLOT from Page 1 
Some 510 members of IBEW Locals 700, 196 and 399 struck 
when a midnight deadline was reached without agreement on 
a new, three-year contract. 
Ed!~~1.viJe th~W~~~~~k \~ 
responds to our basic needs, but 
unless there are sources on the 
horizon, this will be a hard 
budget to continue with." 
As stated in the budget 
request. all employ~es in the 
SIU System wiil receive a 6 
perc€:nt salary increase. The 
budget allows for additional 
catch-up raisf's totalling 4 
described him as "having some 
wealth ... 
"We k,ow Mr. Oberman has a 
substantial amount of money," 
Daley said. 
Oberman, a lifelong Chicago 
resident described as curly 
haired and heavy-set, lives in 
Astor House, a posh 31-s~ory 
apartment building in the 
lakefront neighborhood known 
as the Gold Coast. He drives a 
1976 Rolls Royce. 
Assistant State's Attorney 
W .. Ic ............ t 
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Jeffrey J. Kent asked Urso for a 
high bond at the preliminary 
hearing, saying Oberman has 
"substantial liquid assets." 
Oberman could be released 
~l tl:~~d~'OOO' 10 percent 
However, Kent said, "During 
the course of our debriefing of 
Mr. Oberman last night, he 
expressed some serious concern 
with regard for his safety were 
he to be placed on the street." 
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USO from Page 1 
('ollege of Communications and 
leine Arts, was somf'what 
controversial. spliltin~ the 
st'nate into two distinct factions. 
After the votE' "'as taken, East 
Side Senator Jim Wl;'ber told the 
senatE' . "You pt>ople just don't 
know what you are doing by 
passing this resolution." 
A vocal proponE'nt in favor I'f 
the resolution was East Side 
SE'nator John D. Rutledge. 
"Disrupting classes mfringes 
upon a teacher's right and duty 
to teach classes," he said. 
"Eo:.acation is the whol.> reason 
we're here." 
The senate also heard from 
Bruce Swinburne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
who outlined the ad-
ministration's plans for up-
coming fee increases. 
Swinburne told the senate he 
would like to see fee increases 
stay below 5 percE'nt next year. 
This year's fees increased 3.3 
percent. 
One (pe described bv Swin-
burne was a $2 fee that would go 
into a fund earmarked for the 
repair, modernization and 
replacement of SIU-C athletic 
facilities, such as the Arena, 
McAndrew Stadium, Davies 
Gvmnasium and the field 
hockey and softball fields. 
Another probB!:lle fee increase 
will be a $6.60 rise in the 
revenue bond fee, which is 
assessed to students to retire 
bonds on the Student Center and 
U~~f~~~~~O:i~g l~o~~~:t 
Activity Fee may increase by 25 
cents per semester to help 
support the student attorney 
program. This would raise the 
portion of the SAF going to the 
student attorney's office to $2 
pt>r semester. 
Swinburne said all fee 
proposals will go bE>fore the 
Board of Trustees this fall. 
In other business the senate 
voted down a bill v'hich would 
establish a task force to "study 
the image cflsis faced by SIt··c 
and take steps to correct said 
problems." 
The bill, written and sub-
mitted 1"y Majchrowitz, was 
defeated after debate con-
cerning the jurisdiction of the 
task force. 
The senate also voted down a 
bill concerning the formation of 
a committee to re-i.'vl'luate the 
USO's position on the Bracy 
Building furchase. 
The bil was overwhelmingly 
turned down, with the Bracy 
Building purchase being called 
a "dead issue" by some 
senators on the noor. 
Board approves $9.5 miltion 
capital deve'lopment request 
By Annf" Flasza 
siarr Writf"r 
The Board of Trustees 
Thursday approved a capital 
development request that will 
be sent to the statt> totalling 
more than $9.5 million. 
An extensive rehabilit::uon of 
SIU-C's fire alarm ne!,york tops 
the system's priority list which 
was decreased bv more than $1 
million over last year. At 
$9,520,500 it is the smallest 
capital d~velopment requE"st in 
14 years. 
The priority list is a com-
bination of lists from both 
campuses submitted to the 
board in Julv . 
Clarence Doughe. Iy, vice 
president for campu~ services. 
said that the system needs to he 
remodeled because it is "an 
tiquated." The nt'w system 
would key into a central ter· 
minaL 
President Albert Somit said 
the project has been on the 
capital budg-:!t list for several 
years. 
The second priority is the 
corrective renovation of con· 
struction deficiencies involving 
buildings II and III at En 
wardsville totalling $390,800. 
The third priority prevides for 
new roofs on all or parts of 
seven SIt;·C buildings. The 
project total is $375,000. 
City ntonager finalists chosen 
Considera'tions used in 
determining project priority 
were previous priority given to 
projects carried over from the 
past, projects of an emergency 
nature, and projects providing 
for accessibility for the han, 
dicap~~ '1nd for rehabilitation. 
remodeling, and realignment of 
existing facilities. 
In separate listings, the 
system is asking for $1,543,400 
in energy conservation projects 
and $2,015,000 in food prodUction 
projects. 
Otper priorities include: 
replacement of 2 roofs at the 
Edwardsville campus, $418.500: 
aquisition of property adjacent 
to the Springfield Medical 
Campus, $2.572,400; planning 
and remodeling of that same 
property, $394.700 and 
renovation and remodeling of 
the East St Louis Center. 
$238.600. 
By Patrick Williams 
Staff Writer 
The search for a new Car-
bondale city manager has been 
narrowed down to six can-
didates from a list of nearly 200 
namt's. 
Paul Reaume, of Paul A. 
F.eaume and Associates, a 
Chicago-based consulting firm 
te.king applications and con-
ducting initial interviews for the 
manager's post, presented 
names of 10 possible managers 
:0 the City Council, who met last 
night in -an executive session. 
During the executive session 
the number of candidates was 
reduced to six. All six will be 
interviewed for the position by 
the counciL 
"I was quite impressed with 
the quality of the list," said 
Mayor HelE'r. Westberg. 
Names of the candidates were 
unavaHable since they' are 
currently employed elsewhere, 
but giving a profile of the 
original 10 in open session, 
Reaume tolo the council that all 
wt're married 'nen, aged 35 to 53 
years old, with 10 [0 29 years 
experience in municipal 
management. All have master's 
degreE'S and one a doctorate. No 
"identifiable minorities or 
women·' applied for the 
position, R(';lume said. 
Not identifiahle means tht'v 
did not state their sex or race on 
their resumes or send 
photographs. 
"We stressed in our 
recruitment candidates who 
ha ve experience in 
municipalities with 
minorities," Reaume said. 
Candidates "in our 
judgement meet the proCile" for 
,.. 
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city manager compiled by 
ReaumE' through interviews 
with City Council members, city 
employees and members of an 
advisorv committee, Reaume 
said. -
The profile, assembled in 
June, stressed thai a new 
manager must havt' strong 
fiscal manageml'nl skill" and 
thE" ability to administer social 
service programs. 
In making the list giVt'n to the 
council Wednesday, Hl'aume's 
company directly 'invited over 
30 people to apply for the job, 
reviewed background in-
formation of 125 and received 69 
formal applications in response 
to an advertisement placed in a 
city manager newsletter. 
The inita) phases of the 
search included four persons 
who were former residents or 
lived near' Carbondale. 
Special consideration is given 
when preservation of the 
facility is a factor. 
The highest system priority 
project provides for a. major 
rehabilitation of the fire alarm 
;i~~~o~n c::rJ:~~,t $~~: ~! 
sought for a fire-rated vault for 
t.he Micrographics Office which 
provides a central storage of 
~~~~'::ti~~~:ds.student, and 
The fire alarm system project 
is considered a project of 
emergency nature, according to 
Vice Chancellor James B~own. 
Brown said that since an 
investigation three years ago, 
the State Fire Marshal "has 
been breathing down Car-
bondale's neck." 
A projt'ct on handicappt>d 
access to Life Science I at a cost 
01 $/1.000 was ranke,' seventh. a 
more encompassing access 
project at Wheeler Hall was 
ratetl eighth by the system. The 
cm;t for that project is $220.400. 
A request for $57.000 for 
remodeling and planning at 
Pulliam Hall wlJuld provide for 
the initial phas~ of planning ano 
design. According to the 
priorities list, the project 
budget is presently estimated at 
$3,900.000. 
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They deserve it 
two FACULl'Y mem~ have been named sru-c's first 
distinguished professon - Herbert Fink, professor of art, and 
Willard Klimstra, professor of zoology. In their long careers at the 
University, they have made outstanding contributiOllS in their 
respective fields and to the positive reputation of SlU-e. 
They were selected by a committee representing their peers at 
SIU-e and their work in their respective disciplines was appraised 
by scholars around the COWltry. 
HERBERT FINK is known intern1!tionally as a fine artist. His 
etchings, drawings and watercolors are on display in many 
museums and the White House. H.is shM;fents know and res!-W!Ct him 
as a fine teacher - one who has a sense of humor, a rare quality . 
Once, when someone asked him about his drawin8~ of the female 
figure, he responded with a question of his own: "What should I 
like? Tomato cans?" 
mE INTERESTS of Willard Klimstra, director of the 
Cooperativ~ Wddlife Research Laboratory, go far beyond zoology. 
He probably bas done as much as anyone person to further the 
reclamation of mined-iJver coal lands in Southern Dlinois. 
He has also given the University valuable service as chairman of 
the Intercollegiate Athletics Advisory Committee, and ~s its 
representative to the National CoUegiate Athletics Association. 
Fink and Klimstra distinguished themselves long before the title 
of distinguished professor was bestowed upon them. Both deserve 
it 
Misquote irresponsible 
On the front page of Monday's 
Daily Egyptian was an article 
about Central DIinois Public 
Service Company's proposed 
energy conservation plan in 
which the DE quoted me as 
saying, regarding CIPS, "U 
they have an economist on staff, 
I'd fire him." I never said that. 
Nor would I ever think such a 
stupid thought. 
I extend my apologies to CIPS 
for the publication of such a 
statement. CIPS has some very 
competent economists on its 
staff. Their skills are 
significanUy responsible for the 
company's ability to justify 
utility rate increases. And 
professionally, I'd never ten 
another business, such as CIPS, 
how to handle its personnel 
matters. To quote me as calling 
for someone's firing was 
irresponsible. - Roben Paals, 
EnerlY Coordinator, Car-
"dale. 
--------~ffe5--------
'Where is l\'lr. Tough Reagan?' 
Get wise, U.S.; stop grain deal 
Our government has just 
signed a five·year "solemn 
promise" agreement with the 
Soviet Union to supply them 
with a minimum of nine million 
tons of grain a year. This 
agreement, according to 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Block's assessment, is to!le "an 
early building block in the effort 
to build a more stable and 
constructive rela tionship 
between the Soviets and our-
selves." 
So we continue to supply them 
with food. J know they pay for it, 
but that's bP.side the point. The 
point is that, in their being 
assured of food supplies, they 
can then totally concentrate on 
the buildup of arms. And then, 
we in tum spend roughly $200 
billion per year to maintain our 
defense against the Soviet 
Union. 
If the Soviet Union were 
forced to produce an extra IO 
billion tons of wheat per year. 
they would have much less time 
to engage in making tanks and 
poison gas . 
Where is Mr. Tough Reagan 
in his treatment of the Soviets 
as he agrees to such:.> pact? 
f~~~i~i~~ ~':1 ~!~rti~~~ 
wheat, so that someday they 
may carry out their diabolical 
design to put all countries under 
their domain. Why do we 
continue to help them after they 
have purposely murdered 269 
innocent people on board a 
commerical airliner? Cut off 
the food exports and get smart, 
United States. 
Give them something to 
worry about in how they will 
produce the food to feed their 
people and their armies. The 
Soviets are engaged in the 
largest aggressive enterprise in 
the history of the world. Why do 
we aid them in this enterprise 
by feeding them? Let them feed 
themselves. 
Give or sell at low cost the 
grain to those starving peoples 
not engaged in weapons 
buildups. 
Of ::ourse. this will affect our 
farmers. but surely some 
eccnumlc brain could figure out 
a way to compensate the far-
mers for their loss of Soviet 
sales. Come on, let's l'top 
helping them to build weapons 
they will one day use against us, 
and which they are already 
using to kill other free peoples. 
Farmers, I know that you have 
had many economic setbacks in 
recent years, but please band 
together and refuse to feed the 
hand that bites you. Some 50 
Americans were killed on that 
=th d~~i~~&lnotaf':d ~~s = 
strongest weapon against Soviet 
aggression. - Elsie Speck, 
Carbondale. 
If you don't like keggers, don't go 
1 am writing in regard to Jeff 
Wilkinson's wimpy column on 
"n,assive keg parties." 1 do not 
agree with nor appreciate your 
blatant implications that the 
majority of the participants in 
these parties are a) horny 
males, b) lonely females, (') 
yankee capitalist uptight jerks, 
or d) losers. It takes one to know 
one. 
I also disagree that most 
people who atter..i keg parties 
VIRGIL 
end up vomiting on a nearby 
garage. Judging by your picture 
in the paper, I think you would 
be more likely to upchuck on 
your Hush Puppies than many 
of the ireshman hays and girls I 
have witnessed at these affairs. 
Someone with as many 
derogatorY things to say about 
keggers a~ you ha.ve should 
not a~nd them. Why do you? 
You neglected to mention that 
a keg party can be an inex-
pensive alternative to weekend 
bar drinking, not to mention a 
handy place for students to 
mingle and interact with each 
other. What's the matter, Jeffy" 
Don't you like parties? Don't 
you like socializing over a 
couple of drinks? Don't you like 
meeting new J>eGple of the 
opposite or similar sex? When 
you find these things out, write 
about it. Paul Deuel, Junior, 
G~nf'ral lHudies. 
By Brad Lancaster 
It ~ ... A TJlIAl6 
OF fPkJJ1Il ~ l.1rrJ£F~ ... 
HoW RR€ VOO 7WJV? 
TO BE 
K'DDWG. ..• 
••• WITH RIR Fru.UTIO~ 
fJCJD R~W~ AJtI(L(:AR 
WRSTE: ••• 
/ \ 
How far can we go to warn of rape threat? 
J WAS HAPPY to talk with 
her, as I usuaUy am .. hell a 
friend stops by the office. She 
hadn't changed much in the few 
semesters since she left the 
Daily Egyptian and journalism 
to pursue a degree in English; 
she seemed content enough. 
But Julie Guadagnoli hadn't 
stopped br. just to chat. She 
brought WIth her an essay on a 
disturbing and increasingly 
relevant subject - the rape 
threat in Carbondale and 
elsewhere - which she asked 
me to publish. 
I was obligated this week to 
do just that, not because she 
was my friend, but because the 
essay was, in my opinion, a 
thoughtful and thorough 
discussion of the problem.. 
AT LEAST one letter-writer 
(and, I would wager, many 
other people who read it) would 
seem to concur with my opinion 
of my friend's essay. 
Jay 
Small 
Editorial Paae Editor 
bondale. Murphy look that 
thought a step further, saying 
that "the Dg can and should 
discern that individual rapes 
are not freak 0CCWTeIlce8, but 
rather' pieces of a larger pic-
ture, part of an ongoing attack 
on the freedom of more than 
half of its readership." 
In a letter to the editor 11IESE ARGUMENTS are 
published this week, Patrick weighty and meritorious, but 
Murphy, a senior in computer there's more to the situation. 
science, lauded Julie for her H the DE bas a dtJty to make 
insight and eloquence - then readers aware of the dangers of 
reiterated and elaborated upon rape, it also has a duty to 
a point she made. consider fairness, accuracy and 
Julie had written that the DE the weight of one bit of news in 
should be responsible for perspective with all other news. 
making readers more aware of I agree that we have the 
the rape situation in Car- responsibility to enlighten 
_Pa&e" 'Dail7'~'Septem-_.1_ ". 
readers or the facts on any issue 
whenever they are pertinent 
'lind ascertainable. Yet many 
facts which are pertinent can't 
be ascertained, and far too 
many ascertainable facts aren't 
pertinent. 
DE coverage of local rapes is 
frequentJy held to, as JulIe put 
it, an "otiligatol1. few inches of 
Ipace." Admittedly, such 
stories often seem to lack 
details - but it's not from a 
want of desire to elaborate. 
OFTEN. the information in 
those obligatory few indles is 
all that's available. Police may 
withhold information from the 
media to prOtect either their 
investigation or the privacy of 
people who are direc~ in-
volved in a particular incident. 
In other words, what you see is 
what we get - and au we can 
get. 
Too, we must be sensitive to 
the feelint.s of victims. Even 011 
the remote chance that police 
would release the name of a 
rape victim, she probably would 
not wish to discuss the incident 
with a re~rter or have her 
name published. 
Still, you could C<!!ltend, as 
both correspondents have. that 
even brief, undetailed rape 
stories would be more effective 
in notifying the public of the 
rape threat if they were placed 
prominently on the front page. 
But, on the other hand, it could 
be just as convincingly argued 
that placing such a story about 
a violent crime atop Page 1 with 
a bold headline smacks of 
sensationalism. DE editors 
must consider both arguments, 
though that balancing act may 
sometimes give them the ap-
pearance of callousness. 
I INFER AN interesting 
concept from both com· 
mentaries: the role of the DE as 
opinion leader. We have the 
power to formulate opinioas 
among readers about an issue 
just by the way we handle it. 
'l'bat's true - but it is a 
restricted prwer. If, as Murphy 
said, we reported rapes "as the 
outrages they are," we would no 
long,... be just reporting. We 
would be expressing our Ofiinion 
in the news columns - which, 
despite all journalistic 
ar(luments against the 
eXistence of objectivity, is 
something we must 1St least try 
to avoid. 
I believe I'm safe in saying 
that every DE news staff 
member I know abhors the 
thought of rape. But we aren't 
at liberty to use DE news 
columns to say so. 
J'M NOT attemptin~ to short-
change either writer s opinion 
on this matter We like to 
receive letters - so we try not 
to argue with letter·writers. 
Instead, 1 hope I'm making the 
DE's situation on the subject of 
rapE coverage clear. 
The extent to which the DE 
can fulfill its responsibility to 
enlighten the public about rape 
is tJu-ee..fold: cOlltinued news 
coverage of incidents as they 
happen; use by readers and 
staff members of the open 
forum on Page 4 to express their 
views on the matter; and 
continued publicity of the 
diversity of services offered 
women in Jackson County to 
ccr.mter the threat of rape. 
My great fear is that, even if 
the DE were to go out of its way 
to publicize the rape threat, I 
would still see women walking 
alone at night on the streets, the 
back roads, the Ho Chi Minh 
trail. 
SOME WOULD SAY these 
women are asking for rape. 
Murphy points out the 
outrageousness of this 
misconception - and he's right. 
They aren't asking for rar~. 
They just refuse to believe it 
could happen to them. 
Survival is what Soviet life's all about 
Editor's Note Juli 
I.awren.:e. SIU..c journalism 
graduate. now a graduate 
student in anthropology here 
who is also teaching a course in 
Russian language. spent ill", 
wf'eks in the Soviet Union in a 
Coundl on International 
t:ducation Exchange program. 
Shf wrote this article before the 
South Korean airliner was shot 
down. In the current climat4" of 
super-heatf'd emotions over 
that incident. WI' believe h .. r 
account of Ute in the So\'iet 
llnion contains a message for 
understanding between peoples 
that we all should hl'ed. 
8y Juli Lawrence 
TilE SOVIET UNION is not 
everyone's idea of the perfect 
place to spend a summer. We've 
been bombarded with 
propoganda about the nation -
Communists. no freedom. we 
hate them, they hate us. and the 
list goes on. Much of what we've 
heard is true. but you have to 
understand the way of life to 
understand the people. 
Some of mv friends were 
aghast at the 'fact that I was 
going to study there. "Why 
Russia'? They're the enemy." 
They are even more aghast 
when I say I can't wait to return 
and would even like to live and 
work there for a while. Frankly. 
it was the best summer of my 
life. 
Tahiti it's not. But when I 
went, I wasn't eXJM'Cting a 
tropical paradise. What I found 
wali a nation of people. sur-
viving. Survival is the key word 
in So>'iet society A Soviet 
citizen told another American 
that if he could have aT-shirt 
with anything printed on it, he 
would print "SURVIVAL" 
because that's what life is aU 
about in the Soviet Union. 
IT ISN'T REALLY fair for me 
to compare life in the United 
States with life in the Soviet 
Union. The countries are just 
too different and they are based 
upon different ideologies. But, 
unfortunately. it is the only 
comparison I can use. 
Posters are seen everywhere 
glorifyin~ the ideas of Lenin and 
commUnIsm. Statues of Lenin 
are seen in every square of 
every city. In the book stores, 
comic books are sold with anti· 
American cartoons. The 
government seems to be waging 
an aU-{)ut campaign to let its 
people know of thf. problems in 
American society. One such 
cartoon showed the Statue of 
Liberty with criminals and 
police fighting on it. The caption 
read, "This is fTef'dolfl." At 
first, when I began to notice aU 
of the anti-American 
propaganda, I was outraged 
But don't we have the same 
thing? Our papers are fiUed 
with anti-SoVlct cartoons <'nd I 
laugh as much as anyone t'lse. 
On the other hand, though, 
editorialists are doing the 
writing, not the government. 
And there are as many cartoons 
poking fun at our own govern-
ment. I never saw an anti-
Brezbne\' cartoon. 
Life is !lot easy in the Soviet 
Union. It is a "-<1 u~gle. So many 
things we take for granted are 
'jnhearti of in the Soviet Union. 
My friend, Yev~enni, told me 
that there are a few laun-
dromats in Leningrad, but that 
few use them because one ~ ... s to 
have a large amount of clothing 
to be washed and the buttons 
have to be removed from 
everythiDg. Most women wash 
by hand. That's hetw I got my 
clothes clean aU summer. After 
a while, I learned to wear my 
clothes until they were really 
dirty. . '. 
People in the So~et. Un.on . 
don't have veq m·a~. ~~o~ 1 
~--~ocus'------------------
We don't know them; they know us 
While attending school in 
LeningraIi, I became friends 
with a lo-year-illd boy named 
Valera. He was like most 
other IO-year-illds that I've 
known - he likes to drink 
Pepsi dnd play Frisbee, and 
when he grows up he 'Nanl~ to 
be an airplane pilot. 
Valera and I took turns 
telling stories of our differing 
lifestyles. During one of my 
turns, I showed him a picture 
of the Statue of Liberty and 
explained the ideals that it 
represents. The statue is in 
New York, I told him. Then I 
showed hi,.1 a picture of the 
Gateway Mcb and tole him it 
was in F(. Louis. "St. Louis is 
.Iuli I.awrenct' 
in Mi~souri," he added. k 
Sensing my surprise at his 
k.,owledge, he proceeded to 
name al' 50 states and their 
capitals. I was dumbfounded, 
knowing that few Americans 
could name the 15 Soviet 
republics and their capitals. 
about their nuclear hardware 
and militarv operations, but 
it is a one-sided knowledge. 
Americans have stereotyped 
the typical Soviet as little 
more than a vodka-guzzling 
warmonger, but there is 
much more to the RIIssian 
soul than a love of 'Ioo.ika. 
Beyond the exterior is a 
warm and emotional nation 
of people with a rich cultlD'e 
and history. 
This story is only one 
illustration of an alarming 
problem in the United States: 
we are deficient in knowledge 
about the USSR. The Soviet 
people know so much more 
3t>cut us than we know about 
them. Our government lmows 
used to feel sorry for myself 
because I still wore things from 
high school, but I had more 
clothes in my two suitcases than 
most people there owned at aU. 
rnE GIRLS were extremely 
interested in Western fashion. I 
took a couple of fashion 
magazines to read while 
traveling. When f gave one to a 
Russian (riend, she was 
thriUeJ. She couldn't un· 
derstand the articles, but loved 
looking at the clothing and the 
ads. 
Many people wear the same 
outfit daily, for several days. 
My grandmother used to tell me 
stories of the same when she 
talked about the :Areat 
Depression. In fact, much of 
~:;'~~:1:J ~~e.;; ~~~~glf.~ 
heard amf read about the 
Depression. 
'When something 
. r. I IS J or sa .. e, you 
buy it whether 
ii fits or not' 
The clothing styles are very 
drab. Mens' suits ae usually 
baggy. When I asked someone 
why, I was told that when 
something is for sale, you buy it 
whether it fits or not. Consumer 
products are scarce and poorly 
made. 
Shopping is a dailv chore of 
life that has to be deloit \\.th. It 
took some getting ~~ to, but it 
was always fun to have found 
sompthing interesting and say, 
". waited two hours to buy 
this." . 
department looks the same. 
The procedure to buy 
something is the same in all of 
. the stores. First. you look at the 
counter and decide what you 
want. Then you a.<dt how much it 
costs, find a working cashier 
(the one closest to the counter 
you're at Is i:'nlariably closed), 
stand in line, pay the cashier, 
get a receipt, take it back to the 
counter, give it to the girl and 
then, you filially get y'JUJ' item. 
At the cashier, aba.:uses are 
stiU in use. I saw very few cash 
registers, even in Moscow. 
Food stores are the same. 
There really isn't a gTOCP.ry 
store, but a dairy store, fish 
store, meat store, poultry store, 
bread store, juice store and 
produce stote.- The selection is 
very limited. If something 
unusual is for sale, lines form 
quickly. Once I waited in line 
for over an hour to buy an 
orange. They are scarce, and 
the wait was worth it, for it was 
the only orance I ate aU sum-
mer. 
WHEN I WAS in Min;k. the 
capital of Byelorussia. I waited 
almost two hours to buy a dress .. 
Waiting in line is a way of life 
and I soon became accustomed 
to it. Trying to fit in with the 
n'St of society, I learned to gI ab 
a spot in line when the line was 
long - it almost always meant 
something good was for saie. I 
still have the urge to get in lC'1e 
when I see one. They are a great 
way to meet people. . 
American jeans are not sold 
in the stores, nor is anything 
Western. They do bring high 
prices on the Black Market. I 
was approached many times 
with offers to buy my jeans, 
Prices for a fairly new pair 0( 
Levi's brought as much as 200 
rubles ($28O).! 
K-MARn: AND McDonalds Jeans aren't the only com-
just do not exist. There is the modity bought and sold on the 
state depr.rtment store, GUM, Black Market. An; Western 
in Moscow and Gostini Dvor in clothing, especially Levi and 
Leningrad. They are enormous, Wrangler shirts and slacks, was 
but like a maze. People me in easily sold. Cassette tapes were 
and out of the little hafls into the. also a big item, bringing a profit 
little departments :...... women's to both the seUer and the buyer. 
clothing, men's clothing, etc. The buyer would record the 
But after a" w~~I~! ~~'~iC~ •• ta~ mfln~ .times and make a 
The CIA can study the 
weaponry of the Soviet Unio". 
but it needs to know the 
minds of the people who 
operate the machinery. This 
knowledge is vital to un· 
derstanding how the Soviets 
operate. Our government 
cannot possibly expect to 
maintain a peaceful 
coexistence with a country it 
does not fully unden-tand. 
RecenUy, lawmakers have 
begun to take steps in im· 
proving the situation. Rep 
Pau1 Simon co-sponsored two 
bills in Congress which will 
provide governmental 
support for education in the 
area of Soviet studies a~d for 
grants to support exchc nges 
between the Soviet Union and 
the United States. This is an 
important stride. Only 
through increased education 
and exchange programs will 
our government be able to 
understand the people and 
cultlD'e of the Soviet Fillon, 
and eventually use this 
knowledge to work out a 
cooperative plan for peace. 
- J!l1i 1.3v'rep.:t' 
bundle. Thl' Black Market is so 
widespread and orgdnized that 
it makes the U.S. Black Market 
in drugs look like child's play. 
Drugs are flot as widespread 
as they are here, but they are 
available Alcohol seems to be 
the preferred drug, but hashish 
is s;noked widely and is. ac· 
cording to my Russian sources, 
produced within the Soviet 
borders. mainly in the south. 
near Afghanistan and in the 
east. near t:1e Chinest> border. 
WHErnER OR NOT alcohol 
IS a oroblem is i1 matter of 
opinion. It is the people's way of 
coping with a Solmetimes 
dre::ry. sometimes ·jepressillg 
life. Nightclubs and discos exist 
only in the tourist hotels. places 
where Soviet citizens are nl't 
aiiow .. d. So, drinking with 
friends was usually done in 
'A beautiful 
country ••• and 
the people a.re 
the nicest ••• ' 
their apartments. 
LitUe shot glasses of vodka 
are passed around to all. 
Protest of not wanting any are 
ignored. Everyone drinks. A 
toast is always made, usually 
starting with the usual "na 
zdorovye, " meaning to your 
health. And everyone swaUows 
the vodka in one big gulp. Thl' 
next one is followed by anoth< 
toast, usually to friendship (Ir 
peace. By the time the bottle is 
emptied (and thf: second one 
opened) the ioasts are longer 
and often made to an aspect of 
Aml'rican lifl' - to American 
music, freedom. or simply to 
America. Often, a loaf of bread 
is eaten with the drinks. It i~ 
passed around and everyone 
breaks off a piece. The ev·_ning 
is finished with a cup of coffee. 
Probably the biggt'St item on 
the BI:l ('It Mark('t is foreign 
currenc), Th<: Soviets need 
American dollars. Stures called 
Beriozkas exist in most of the 
major cities. Only foreig.1 
currency may be spent tl>f re 
and the stores have many 
Western products - stereos. 
cameras, clothing. tobacco and 
alcohol. They also have ran· 
dicrafts and souvenirs. in· 
c1uding tons of junk left ever 
;rom the 1980 Olympics which 
are cheaper than in thE' regular 
stores. Since the Soviet goods 
are often inferior to Western 
products, Soviet citizens want 
them. But only foreign currency 
is allowed and possession of 
foreign currency by a Soviet is a 
crime. The people are willing to 
take their chances and will 
exchange meat;y at up to four 
times the official rate of t>x· 
change in order to get foreign 
money to buy t~.e goods. 
It took me a whilt> to find out 
why the government wanted 
foreign money so badly. I wa~ 
told tha! the ruble is worthless 
on the international market and 
for the nation to buy Western 
technology and gllods. it needs 
valunble currencv. It flakes 
sense. but seems' so unfair tf) 
me. That i!-- 'Nhy I was happy ',0 
exchange on the Black Market 
lonly with friends). nut to 
mention the fact that I could get 
more for my dollar. 
WE ATTENDED the 
university five days a week. 
beginning at 9 a.m. Our classes 
were broken up into two 
seg,.-,ents. We had grammar for 
10 minutes, then conversabon. 
phonetic~, and then we repeatEd 
the sequence. It's a good 
system. because by the time I'd 
begin to get restless in one 
class, it would be time for a 
short break and the next class 
We also had classes in 
literature. geography, history 
and communism. 
Our classes were small -
between rive and 10 students per 
class. My teachers we. e nice 
but strict. If one said something 
that we didn't understand. she 
would exlain the word in 
Russian. If we still didn't un· 
derstand, she would usually lo..-.e 
her patience and ycll at us. At 
first. it was discouraging. but I 
even~ually got used to it. 
In c,,:wersation class we often 
discussed American life and 
compared it with Soviet life. 
One student in my class was 
from a private school and ~old 
Lilia, our teacher. that his 
tuition cost $11.000 a year. She 
proudly told l.'S that in the Soviet 
Union education is totally free 
for everyone and most reet'i ve a 
stipend to attend school. Of 
course, not everyone may at· 
te~d. 
My close friend Ivan (I 
rromised to change his name 
because he was so fearful that 
somehow the government would 
rind out he had told me so many 
things) attended Moscow Slate 
University. He said he was 
expeUed because he refused to 
join the <Communist> Party. 
which is. according to Ivan. a 
requirement. 
LEI'· , <I G R ADS tat e 
University. where I attended. is 
old and huge. The buildings are 
shabby and not weJl-kppt The 
womt>n's bathroom contained 
... , tcilet ~per as we know it. 
Old Pravda's (the Party' of· 
fici"l newspaper; were left 
lying in a smaU pile to be u..f>{\ 
Fortunately. I had been warned 
anrl carried my own. 
The classrooms were similar 
to ours. They bad a blackboard; 
although erasers were llon-
exist~nt. A bowillf water with a 
rag sat next to the board for 
cleaning. Classes were totally in 
Russian, as was daily life: The 
Council on InternatIOnal 
Eductional Exchange had what 
~,!t~~~A.~~ge :" 
DailJt.«l~~~IiJ.'tl~~ ~i<i'i 
RUSSIA from Page 5 
was called the "Russian Only" 
rule, and we were only allowed 
to speak English in our rooms 
with our doors shut. This was 
often di£ficult, especially at the 
end of a long day. I was sur-
prised to find that few people in 
the Soviet Union speak English. 
It is not a popular language. 
Getting around in the city was 
not a problem. People were 
always willing to help, and the 
country has an incredible mass 
transportation system. The 
metro in Leningrad rh'als any 
other. It is clean, sharp and 
fast, although crowded. The 
trams, trolley buses and 
autobuses are also cheap and 
abundant, but they are even 
more crowded than the metro. I 
spent many ri<ies literally 
hanging out of the door, hanging 
on for dear life. 
Few people own carl'. {van 
said that the waiting list is so 
long, one must wait for an 
average of 10 years to buy a car. 
Once I was riding in a three-
day-()Id Saab with an American 
journalist in Moscow. While we 
were waiting in traffic, a young 
boy walking with his family 
becamt so excited to see such a 
fancy car that he grabbed his 
camera and began taking 
pictures. 
PEOPLE WERE rarely 
hostile when they learned I was 
American. They would im-
mediately begin asking 
question. "Is crime as bad as 
they tell us?" "You don't really 
want a nuclear war, do you'?" 
Of course they always .lIked 
about President Reagan. "Why 
do you have a cowboy for a 
president'?" they'd ask. 
"Robert Redford is better 
looking. Why not him?" 
When talking about Reagan 
with Ivan, he couldn't believe 
the things I had to say. • don't 
like the man and said so. ". 
can't imagine what it would be 
like to be able to say those 
things about your leader." 
When 1 switched the con· 
vecrsation to Brezhnev, we 
began to discuss his health. 
Ivan didn't even know he was 
ill. 
"You know so much more 
about us than we even know, 
and it's our country," he said. 
I ASKED HIM who he thought 
would ~ the next leader after 
Brezhnev. He said he didn't 
know. When I said speculation 
in the American press had 
pointed to Andropov, he 
shuddered and said. "My God! 
He could be another Stalin." 
'1 asked Ivan if citizens were 
........ ng: 
n. .......... ,~~ 
ft. t:"-.-h- • .,. •. 
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7& ..... 
11.00 
..... rAOll v.IO &aUIIGI 
free to travel and he said they 
were, but only within the Soviet 
borders. 
"If they let us travel, many of 
us would never come back. 
Don't get me wrong. I love my 
country. ! really do. My mother 
and father are Russian. I am 
Russian. But if they allowed me 
to travel to the West, I know I 
would never return. It's the 
government I hate." 
He feared discussing th..'!Se 
things insi<..~ We had to be 3n 
the "treets La really talk. 
P(linting to the walls, he said, 
'They sometimes have ears, 
yoo know." 
'Alcohol is the 
people'll way oJ 
dealing with a . 
deprelllling life' 
I knew. Our phones in our 
dorms were bugged, according 
to a friend, Olya, who was our 
former guide. She was fired 
from her job after having a 
party with Americans present. 
She said almost all of our rooms 
were also bugged. Our new 
guide, Sasha, worked for the 
KGB, she told us. We had 
figured that f1ut already. Sasha 
loved to lurk in the halls and 
simply be nosy. And he loved to 
ask questioos. He asked me 
questions about my 
photograp;IY eqUipment and 
didn't seem satisfied with the 
answers I gave. Strangely 
enough, after Sasha learned 
that I studied journalism, my 
articles to the Daily Egyptian 
quit arriving. (The DE received 
an empty envelope recently.) 
MUCH OF WHAT I have 
written sounds very negative. It 
is. Then why do I want to return 
and possibly live there? I wish I 
had a good answer. I have a 
love-hate relationship with the 
Soviet Union. Like my friend 
Ivan, I dislike the government 
and what it is doing to ttl(? 
people. But the country itself I 
love. It is a beautiful, 
fascinating country and the 
people are the nic~t I've ever 
met. 
While I lived in Leningrad, 1 
never once feared for my 
safety. I never feared walking 
alone at night, never feared 
being attacked. 
I (eel as ir I've just touched 
ti~e tip of the iceberg. There is 
so much more to learn about the 
country and the people. That's 
why I've got to go back. 
Ir nothing else, I learned to be 
a bit more patriotic, as con.~· as 
that sounds, and to be grateful 
for how much I've got here. I 
may not like the government in 
the United States, but I have ~le 
right to say I don't. We're pretty 
damned lucky to Ih .. e here, 
believe it or not. 
And the day after I returned 
from the Soviet Union I had to 
register for school here. Since it 
was the Friday before classes, 
the lines were long and people 
were complaining. I didn't mind 
one bit. It felt like home. 
Man is wounded 
by two robbers 
Carbondale police are in· 
vestigating the attempted ar· 
C::b!~~ ~~: !tr:hr~~~ 
curred early Wednesday 
morning in the 600 block of 
South Rawlings Street, 
Police were notified of the 
incident at 3 a.m. by officials at 
Carbondale Memorial Hospital 
after the man, whose name was 
not released, sought treatment 
for a knife cut on his elbow. 
The man said he \\'as walking 
down the street at 1 a.m when 
two black males approached 
him and asked how much 
~i~'ihe ':0 h::ci :.:; ~.r~e: 
kn::Ii~~ ~J~C;:1f!i the scene 
and went home. He went to the 
hospital later. 
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The story of a man, who 
becaUle of a similarity of 
appearance, is asked to 
play the role of a dead em-
peror and lead. the armia 
of 16th century Japan. A 
fasciantiq story of the 
machinadOlll of power and 
ru.1b.1t i from Japan's peat-
es' director, Akira 
Kurouwa, 
Student Center Auditorium 
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Gay union's goal to provide support 
By Jane Gnlldolfo 
Stade.1 WrI&er 
Ray Bradford steering since 1971. Bradford said most 
committee memt.:!I', said the universities have similar gay 
event should have been handled student. orpnizatit<1IS. 
It was a time for sociaiizing -
to get reacquainted with old 
friends and to meet some new 
better because the advertising 
seem~ to offend some people. 
ones. . "The purpoae 01 blue jeans 
The 50 people who attended day is to make J)f"JIJle aware 01 
the Gay and Lesbian People's our sexuality, to let them know 
Union faU orientation meeting that not everyone is 
last week aJsn got the chance to heterosexual, and that there are 
meet witt. representatives of ruk'mative lifestyles," Brad-
the Carbondale gay community ford said. 
and to hear a preview of up-
coming faU events. Last spring. the group 
The union provides support sponsored a benefit for acquired 
services and a social outlet for immll"l! deficiency syndrome 
Carbondale's gay population, . and raised _, which was 
while its secondary goal is to donated to·the Howard Brown 
educate the gay and non-gay Memorial ~ mic in Chicago. 
commllnity of its existence. 
The group plans an The clinic conducts research 
awareness week, OcL a, to 7. and screening, and oifers 
including a bhre jeans day. treabnen~ ,fur AIDS. JIfltimts. 
Students may remember 
awareness week from last year "The thretl of AIDS fuls got to 
because of blue jeans day - a change our.estyle. J~ means 
day people wore jeans in sup- oo'ling less sex with fe.er 
port of gay lifestyles. pertlltrs/f ;-"radfClld said. ; 
The event sparked some The group has been a 
controversy and attention. recognized student organization 
Nigeria-Sm relationship p088ible 
The possibility cJ establishing education in Nigeria. 
a relationship between SIU-C's <i 
Hi,,)ler Education Department He told Sootit he "appreciates 
and higher e-tucation in Nigeria what SIU-C has done for me and 
has been suggested to President for aD Nigerians here," and 
Albert Semit by Promise Ogulu, suggested SIU-C and the 
a Nigerian official who is an University of Jos investigate 
alumnus of the University. "bringing about a stronger 
Ogu.)u graduated from' SIU-C relationship," a move he is 
in August 1982 with a doctorate certain would "strengthen 
in higher education. education in Nigeria." 
Now a senior academic 
planning officer in tt.e office of Somit said the University 
the vice chancellor of the would be "happy to explore 
University of Jos, Nigeria, that," and added that he is 
Oglllu returned to his homeland pleased with the Nigerian 
in September 1982 arter more students at SIU-C. 
Uum nine years in the United 
States. Ogulu's duties at the 
Staying in Carbondale were·, University of .Jos include 
his wife Catherine, who is developing academic programs 
workl!1g toward a master's and advising the vice chan-
degree in health education. and ceUor, a position equivalent to 
the couple's seven children. the president in American 
Ogulu retu.rned to Carbondale universities. 
for a week in August to help 
complete travel plans for his He received his bachelor's 
wife and family to return to degree f!"Om Eastern Kentuck~' 
Nig!:'ria when her studies are. University and his master's 
completed in early October. degree in LlJ'ban politics from 
He took the opportunity to Welern Kentucky University at 
speak to Somit about higher Bnwling Green. 
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Weekly support groups are 
offered for gay· men and 
lesbians to share experience!s 
and feelings, Bradford said. The 
group also hosts potluck dinner!! 
and JJI'OII'8ms with speakers. 
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Shows, games.planned for E-Night 
All air ........ ,.. and 
pinHII wliiDeS sbould let 
reHy for uother SPC E-ni(lht 
at the SbIdeat Ceafer ,.. COD-
tests, comedy, ~ and 
more on fnJm 7 p.m. until 1 a.m. 
Friday. 
ec.teUo. chucoal portraits, a !Onul 
- AIIO on the .,enda i. dance, • rootbeer chug and arm 
. mmedlan T.P. MulrOoney. wresUing for both men and ~ '1..-...:-cvi:!:: w~endoors for E-nilht wiD 
evmin8. s,owpt bowlinc.. opeD at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are 
IidewaIIr eafe and a bIIkery wiD 11.50 and each entrant win 
also be featured. receive 1"00 food coupon, 
- redeemable throughout ttJe 
generic S,,\.E \ 
copies ~~ 
m-u.,'...,.n 
CIOCument feeder 
not a lot of flash ... just great copies. Ap~!lrlnl OD stale in 
Ballrooms C and D fram 7 p.m. 
tmtil 9:30 p.m. will be the INmd 
Network. They pia oriRinaI 
rock and roll with L Top 40 
sound. 
Fool's Face wiD tIleR take the 
stage from 10 p.m. until mid-
Some of the competitions evenil1l at the Student Center. 
lebeduleel for Friday night . __ ...::.....=.:=:.:::=...:=================~ inclu e an ai gu tar contes  . ~ 
where participants will be 
provided with stringless 
guitars, a drum set and other 
assorted instruments; a pinball 
t.'ontest with the prize of a 
pinball machine; and a keg. 
roBing contest, where entrants 
717 S. Imnola, Carbon~. 457·2223 
-night and r.ll play sonp from 
their previously released 
albums, ''TeD America" and 
"Public Places." 
The rock group Fool's Face 
has appeared with such top 
name stars as Greg Kihn, 
Graham Parker, Marshall 
Crenshaw. Stray Cats and Elvis 
=t ~" i!r emd'!rs ~r ~ 
Student Center. 
Other happenings for students 
to get involved in include 
Alumni UJOrk. included at craft fair 
The Mitchell Museum of The Old SL Louis Levee Band 
Mount Vernon will be hosting has been performing for the 
the seventh armual Cedarburst past 12 years and will be en-
Craft Fair from 10 a.m. to 5 tertaining throughout the day. 
p.m. saturday and SUnday. • David Lebr from New Athens 
The fair wiD feature several plays Sousaphone for the band, 
sru alumni who specialize in I and has been touted as one of 
pottery and mlBie. 1be fair will the country's finest players. 
also fC!lWre origiDaI crafts for SIU·C Scbool of Music 
" sale, dowDs, puppet sIIows and alumnus Pat Arana wiD be on 
mimes. trombone and Robert Grimm, 
. More thaD 130 craftsmeu will one of the best pickers in the 
be at the show. SIU~ paduate Midwest, will be on banjo. 
Keith Luebke .... f4'ftDel' SW.c Another SIU -C Scbool of 
student Jim Coat., who are now Music alumnus, Rick 
both in=lependent 8Iudio potters, Sehaumberger wiD be on drums 
will be demonstratiGR their skill and SIU-C ENdisb professor 
at the fair. , Jean Kittrell will be tfie band's 
Luebke worb mostly in special pest on piano. 
poreeIaiD and .. pradudion The Chord Chums Bar. 
pieces are fundiaaal in design. bersbop IJ'OUP will also be 
Coc* works mOldy in stoneware performing over the weekend. 
toproducehiafuDctioaal· . Admiuion is free. Parting is 
There will aI80 be.c::: available at Times Square Mall, 
strations repreIIeIltiDg many of w-iih busing to the museum 
the classes and worksbops r.rounds for 25 cents each way. 
offered at the art aeater OIl. the (bildren under 12 may ride for 
ltIuseum grounds. free. 
off all 
SIU iDlprinted Dlerchandise 
TOOi.Y ONLY 
SEPT. 9 
AT THE CROSSROADS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY 
8 AM to 8 PM 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
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group, ThP. Stage ComP.BDy is season in Marcb. . Cans _.~':':.~I_ ~ now seUiDg tickets f ... Its fU'Sl Single admission is It and._
season in its new home in the old season subscriptions are 
Bank of Carllaadale building. available for 112. The season ~ l. '. b1\1n' 
The fU'Sl production will be- coupon book is Rood for aD four~;t \1UAaU. tUU"'c"_I. .... Richard Nash'. "The Rain- playa and only a limited number ~ _ 
maker," and will be staged Oct. wiD be sold. Purchases may be ~ ,,_.,"?', 
7,8, and 13-15 at 'p.m. and Oct. made at the box office of the . ~_ :;~\ 16.~3~Pond"byEmest ::'ter..:!~'!ra~~; ,.a. "~~---!\'\llt31i·~_,1I . ' .. '249 -.&., 
Thompson will be produced in Company. 12 Pak .... 12 P k ~ 
November; "Summer and The box offICe will be open Ca ~ a ........ 6Pak Battl .. 
Smoke" by Tennesse Williams from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday ns. - '''. Cans 
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Play written by former SIU-C 
student to be read in New York 
By Terry Levecke 
Entertainment Editor 
Pam Billingsley is packing 
her bags for a weekend of firsts. 
She's boarding a plane for tho: 
first time and heading to New 
York for the first time to hear 
her play. "Quilt Pieces. A 
Quintet" read by profe'!sional 
actors. 
This is the farthest distance' . 
any of her plays have traveled. 
and the first time any of her 
works have been in the hands of 
p:-ofessional actors. 
"I'm really excited about the 
whole thing," said the Goreville 
native who described herself as 
a "hick" not too long ago. 
''I'll try not to look too 
touristy and try not to gawk at 
the tall buildings - I hope I 
don't get mugged or smashed 
by a subway train," she said, 
reflecting her consciousness of 
traveling to the Big Apple. 
"Quilt Pieces, A Quintet" has 
been produced several times at 
SIU·.c, most recently as a 
televised drama on WSIU. The 
play was named a finalist at the 
Towngate Theater Playwriting 
Contest at OgIebay Institute, in 
Wheeling W. Va.. and as a 
finalist for the 1982 Stanley 
Drama Award ~t Wagner 
College, Staten Island. N.Y. 
The stage reading will take 
place at the Theater of the Open 
Eye on Manhattan's Upper East 
Side on Monday. It will be an 
open hou.."C format, Billingsley 
said. AdrYr ~ssion is free and a 
crit;que will follow the reading. 
"There will be some people 
there who will decide if it should 
go further," she said. But she's 
pretty sure a New York 
audience will be able to relate to 
the people in her play. 
". think my characters can 
travel, but if they can't I want to 
know about it," she said. 
"Quilt Pieces. A Quintet" is a 
story about five women from a 
Southern minois family and 
their relationships. Each scene 
relates to a single quilt block 
made by one of the women: the 
blocks represent individual 
dreams and memories of those 
who made t.hem. 
All of Billingsley's plays have 
been somewhat successful. Her 
first play, "A Silver Lining," 
involved only two cbaracters 
and one set. The wife of a 
workaholic husband takes to 
drinking the cooking sherry to 
help her forget her problems. 
One night she finds a burglar in 
her kitchen who helps her to 
realize a "silver lining" in her 
life. 
pregnant teenager and the older 
women who influence her. It 
aiso was named as an alternate 
for the 1983 Norman Lear 
Award for Comedy 
See QUILT, Page II 
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The reading was arranged by 
Kay Carney, a teacher, actress 
and director who was at SIU-C 
about a year ago to conduct a 
workshop. One of Billingsley's 
instructors gave her a copy of 
"Quilt Pieces, A Quintet," 
Billingsley said. and apparently 
Carney was interested enough 
in the play to arrange the 
reading. 
"A Silver Lining" won the 
Christina Crawford Foundation 
Playwrighting Award in 1981, 
and in 1983 is still winning 
awards, most recently as an 
alternate for the 1983 Norman 
Lear Aw-ard for Comedy 
Playwrigbting througb the 
American College Theater 
Festival. It has been produced 
at colleges and community 
theaters in Denton, Tex.: 
The American Tap 
"Some of the best per-
formances I've seen have been 
right here, .. Billingsley said, 
"but I'm excited to see what 
they can do." 
Buckhannon. W.Va.: 
Newberry, S.C.; Anna, and at 
SIU-C. 
Her second play. "Rum-
maging" tells the srery of a 
~~~~~~ jJ Gus Pappalls Trio ~ fte . Saturday Evenl ... 6p .. till , , 
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Playwrighting. It has been 
played on a variety of stages 
and has been produced on 
public television. 
"Quilt Pieces, A Quintet" was 
next in line. 
'" think my strength lies in 
cr!'lIting believable characters. 
I'm not the strongest on plot, 
structure and complicated 
storylines," Billingsley ex-
plamed. "Somebody out there 
likes my characters, but' don't 
k.10W how long it will last." 
S~e didn't start writing plays 
unW her ~,.jor year in college. 
She had been studying dietetics, 
but. went for a minor in jour-
nalIsm to enable her to continue 
writing. 
She began playwrighting 
when enrolled in a creative 
writing course that she needed Within 10 years, she hopes to --..I fl' rt 
to satisfy degree requirements be running a hometown paper • wvcustoves. irep ace mse 5 
and was then given a choice of with her husband, Gordon, who • woodfurnaces 
writing poetry, short stories or is a writer fer farm 2 day. on'v: 
a play. "Playwrighting was the publications. r 
easiest because I do dialogue Friday, Sept. 9; Saturday, Sept. 1 
best," she said. "But I'll still be writing U.S. SouthS' ~
plays." she said. Carbondale 
Through all the excitment. 529-5700 ,...~"",..,...., 
~e~~illk~~~hers~bUSY.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ writing. She is working P:1 a fl!!l length play, "that's jJ.:s~ taking 
shape.' Her next work to be W t R d 
performed at SJU-C will take es oa s 
place this fall or next spring in 
Laboratory Theater. She is also 
writing a sc~nplay for a 
cinema and photgraphy 
student, she said. 
Success may be on her 
horizon, but regardless. she 
said, "mostly r write for 
myself." 
'Westroods. more than iust another liquor mort"· 
Murdale Shopping Center· Carbondale. 529·1221 
Open till Mitinight Friday, Saturday 
Sale Good • 9th-ll th 
Pabst 
Slides show world progress 
Meister Inglenook 
Brau Navalle 
A series of travelogue-slide 
shows concerning problems and 
progress worldwide will begin 
at 2 p.m. Friday in Car-
bondale's new public library. 
405 W _ Main St. 
The programs will be 
presented by SIU-C emeritus 
professors who have visited, 
lived and taught in the various 
countries. 
The series is one of a number 
of activities sponsored by the 
newly organized SIU Emeritus 
CoUege, which is part of the 
Office of Regional Research 
and Service. Arnold J. Auer-
bach is coordinator of the 
Emeritus College. 
He will present the program 
Friday on the People's Republic 
of China. "From ConfUCIUS to 
Computer." 
The otheI" programs. which 
=~nmfrom 2to3:30p.m., 
~t. 12, "Stress in Central 
America," involving El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and 
.~%M~Ia, with D. Lincoln 
-Nov. 9, "The Sovi<!t Union 
Today," with Frank L. 
KlL"Igberg. 
-Dec. 14, "Trouble in the 
Holy Laml," concerning Israel, 
with John F. Hayward. 
Nations to be discussed in 
programs scheduled for 1984 
include Greece, Austria, India, 
Moroc,-'O, Pakistan, Brazil and 
Cuba. 
12pk 120z. cans 
'379 ~ -' 
Tuborg 
6 pic 12oz. NR's 
11 pk 120z_ cans 1.5liter ~~ 
$4-· r!i1 '399 tfi _N 
Sonoma Vineyards Stroh's Johannl •• ,.. 
at_II ... 12 pI. 12oz. NR's 
750ml 
'349 $475 • ~ .-
~*********.**********A**************************************************** •••••••••••••• *****. 
i 1983 Saluki Football Ticket Information ~ 
• • 
• • • • 
• • : The Salukis open their. exciting five game home season this weekend, : 
: September 10 against arch rival Eastern Illinois. Record.setting : 
• quarterback Rick Johnson and his teammates are looking to follow • 
• h • • up last week's season opening victory at Western Illinois wit win • 
: No. 1 on Saturday at McAndn:w Stadium. Be a Part of the Pride : 
: and Excitement by purchasing season or single game t:ickets or a : 
: Saluki Athletic Pass for SIU students. There are plenty of goed : 
: season and single game tickets still available, but like the Saluki.s, : 
• they are moving fast. • 
• • 
• • 
• * •
· : : Single Game Prices Season Ticket Prices ' 
: SIU Students $1 General Public $30 : 
: East Side General Admission $5 Alumni $25 : 
: High Sch~ol &. under Faculty &. Staff $20 : 
• General Adlnission$2 H.S. &'under$7.50 .1 
: Reserved West Stands Adult $ 7 Saluki Athletic Pass $10 : 
: Reserved West Stands H.S. &. (with validated I.D.) : 
• under $2 • 
• • 
• • 
• ·i 
· .1 
• • 
• • 
· : • Hurry' to the Athletic Ticket Office in the SIU Arena from 8:30 • 
: a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday-Friday and enjoy the extended houn every : 
: Friday night till 8p.m. On Saturday, tickets are available at both : 
: the Arena Ticket Office and at McAndrew Stadium from 8a.m. : 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • i Saluki Pride. ................. Coming On Strong i 
... . 
t.*** ****..;.**************'* **"'** .. ***** •• ** *** •••• ************************.*** * •••• * •• *.****** *. · 
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CHUR'C~, frt!m Page 1 
organized religion. 
"The whole purpose of the 
church is to be a stepping stone 
to a closer relationship to God," 
he said, "not a stumbling 
block." 
Christensen, who was raised 
in the American Baptist 
(,hurch, said "it's unfortunate 
that a whole denomination has 
to be set up" to minister to 
homost'xuals. 
UFMCC worship services 
incorporate traditions from 
many Christian denominations 
and membership is not limited 
to homosexuals. He said wor-
ship services are not oriented 
toward a homosexual lifestvle. 
Many people mistake"nly 
assume that a gay church will 
be visibly different from 
traditional churches, he said -
a fact that was illustrated when 
he once showed the sanctuary of 
the m'MCC church in Qunicy to 
anotht'r minister. 
"When I lit the cr~ on the 
alter, .. Christensen recalled. 
"he exclaimed. 'This is 
beautiful!' I felt iike saying, 
'What did you expect. mat-
tresses?'" 
As someone who discovered 
his own homosexwality while in 
college, Christensen saId he 
understands the trauma that studies Thursday t'venings and 
students may go through when wants to add r.lid·wpek prayer 
they find thai their sexual mpetings He said he has 
orientation is not accepted by already received several 
their friends. families and inquiries and that people in-
churches. terested in more information 
He believes that UFMCC about the church call him at 549-
churches can help gays deal 1482. 
with that trauma. Although he is not receiving 
"There is an incredible sense ::tny financial support fr9m 
of freedom whefl for the first UFMCC and will likely be 
time they can be honest not only getting no income until th~ 
to themselves, but to God," he church becomes established, 
said. Christensen said he ie, not 
Another important source of worried. 
support for members. he said, is '" truly beli",ve that the Lord 
worshiping with other people . will not lead you where he 
who don't condemn their sexual cannot provide," he said. 
lifestyle. Christensen does not have a 
"Most homosexuals don't degree in divinity or any special 
need any help with their g!lY training in counseling, but at 
life," he said. "Th~y need help least one fellow clergyman in 
with thei • Christian life." Quincy had nothing but praise 
The 49-year-old Michigan for his Ministerial skills. 
native said he wants to start "Reid is a good man, and 
helping as soon a!l possible. He excellent pastor and a very 
arr.vee:! in Carbtlndale about a sensitive human being," said 
month ago and plans to start Bob Jacobs, minister of a 
Sunday evening worship ser- lInited Church of Chirst ChUTCh 
vices 1n the n\!xt few weeks. in Quincy. 
Christensen said he hopes to Jacobs said he often sent 
find some local church to donate members of his own 
space for services, but if congregation to Christensen for 
necessarv, he said he wiIJ rent a counseling on matters that dealt 
room somewhere. with homosexualitv. 
He is now holding Bible Although the lH/MCC church 
is well-known in Quincy·· a city 
Jacobs described as "ultra 
conservative" - he said 
Christensen never caused much 
controversy. 
He credits much of the 
community's acceptance of the 
church to Christensen. who, he 
said, had th, ability to respond 
to criticism without being 
confrontational. 
Staff PbGt9 by NerilJe Loberg 
Reid Christensen: "They doo't mbJd \IS baving (tar own bars. but 
wben we claim access to 'their' God, they get upset. .. 
Christensen said that as in 
Quincy, most communities 
eventually accept the UFMCC 
churches. He said the IS-year-
old denomination has mor'? than 
200 churches in eight nations, 
inlcuding several in Africa, 
Scandanavia and Western 
Europe. He said the 
denomination has about 20,000 
members worldwide, including 
55 members at the church in 
Quincy and abollt 125 members 
at a UFMCC chl!rch in SI. Louis. 
~!O!.!~Deli 
Free Lunch De Iverles 
I!. 11"1:30~' I 549 .. 3366 .. .Sub~.Salads. - ~ . • Cheesecake. Quiche. .. 
~::===-=-=-JI 
, Kutntic;n ! 
'., ~lIdIfUlII't€P$1 ,~ The m~1 compl .... Iock of na"".' I ~~~~. ;00 aW:tij~;;'"St~ I 
r:-."~,,~ :U)..j (Be'-n North Illinoi~ and me railroad) I 1--6"' .. ~ Hours: 9:00 To Sol', V~.".-Sat. I "'- ~. ~ Sunc:lay 12 to 5 Phule ~1741 I . f;~;;J SOFT FROZEN YOGURT. 
I l-:->;;1 in a cup or cone I All the fun of iO! cream-plus !he good things of yogurt • I ~~~ :~~~j::.t. Natur.J1 frUIt flavors I 
.19J. 5 · I This coupon and I~ entitles bearer. 
• ~ pec I a to a reg_ cup or cone of DANNY -VO I 
• . Coupon Expires 10/10/83 .. 
----------~------Biblical interpretations 
vary on homosexuality 
Bv John Schrag 
Siaff Writer 
the Universal Fellow!.hip of 
Metropolitan Community 
Churches are accustomed to 
criticism, he said, and they are 
very much aware that several 
biblical passages denounce 
homosexual relationships. 
PINCH PENNY 
LIQUORS 
Ho-nosexuality and religion 
are subjects people aren't 
supposed to talk about if tht:y 
want to avoid arguments. ReId 
Christensen talks about both. 
Christensen came to Car-
bondale about a morth ago to 
set up a gay-oriented church, 
and he already has found plenty 
of critics. 
But he and other members of 
Both the Old and New 
Testaments contain con-
demnations against 
engagement in any sexual 
activity other than that between 
See BIBLE, Page 13 
RETURNS 
At Lost ..... A Band With Balls 
1.52 
Old $2 .. 38 
Style 6pk. cans 
Lowenbrau $ 2.90 
6 pk. btls. 
mmmll$4.19 
6 pk. btls. 
Mei!der $3.59 
Brau 12 pk. cons 
~ ,.~~ $4.48 ZWfl' ~ 12pk.btls. 
HClfmm's $7.62 
24, 120z. cans 
Old $6.99 
~ilwauk •• 
case of returnables 
605 E. Grand Lewis Parle 529-33-48 
Hours: 1i·1 M·T., IC-2 F·Sat I.J Sun 
Wines 
Canel $2.67 
(WhIte, Rose) 750ml 
Mascoutah $2.62 
Uebfraumilch 750 ml 
Gallo Varletals 
Savlgnon Blanc 
Chanin Blanc 
Johanisbarg Riasling 
Franch Colombard 
Rosa 
1.5 liters $3.33 
Gallo $4.9!) 
All 3 liters 
Bolla Soave $8.43 
I.Sliters 
Liquors 
Gilbey'. $3.76 
Vodka 750ml 
Bentley $3.99 
Gin liter 
Ron Rico $4.79 
Rum 750ml 
Canaai(;:,: $5.28 
Mist ;'50ml 
Amaretto $4.71 
Gaetano 750ml 
Murhaad $12.99 
Scotch 1.75 liters 
W."aye .or.l_port ...... ... 
at Low.r. .rlc ••• 
Bible, from Page 12 .......................... 4i.+ ........ + .... ~ 
: .. ,y .... " .......... .. husband and wife, including the 
famous storr in Genesis about 
the destructIon of the cities of 
Sodom and Gomorrah. 
Christensen said the most 
common scriptures he hears 
are Romans 1:27, which con-
demns men "who abandoned 
the natural function of the 
woman and burned in their 
desire toward another," and 
Leviticus 20: 13, whkh states 
that il is "an abomination" for a 
man to "lie with mankind, as he 
lieth with a woman." 
Fint Corinthians 6:9, which 
states that homosexuals shall 
not "inherit the Kingdom of 
God," is also a favorite among 
critics, Christensen said. 
Willie Ivey, a minister at the 
WaU Street Church of Christ in 
Carbondale, is one of those 
critics. He said that based on his 
reading of the scripture, the 
establishment of a church for 
homosexuals is "the work of 
Satan." 
"God always has condemned 
sin," Ivey said. "And when he 
created men and women, be 
created them for each other, not 
men for men and women for 
women." 
lvey, who quoted several 
biblical passa~es, said 
SlU Foundation 
3eb up ,25,000 
re3eorch grant 
The SIU Fmmdation has given 
the University a $25,000 grant 
for faculty research. 
A faculty advisory committee 
wiU determine bow the funds 
will be aU~~ted, according to 
John Guyon, vice president for 
academic affain. 
Foundation president Stan 
McAnally said the faculty 
research grant and another 
$6,000 for two distinguished 
professorships were made 
possible by an increase in 
unrestricted gifts from alumni, 
as weD as from corporations, 
foundati~ and other groups. 
'''P'.e awards represent the 
Foundation's expatlded role in 
terms of raising money for 
needs thaC exist within the 
University," McAnaUy said. 
"We expect grants of this 
nature to increase substantially 
year by year," he said. 
To guide future fund-raising 
endeavors, McAnany has asked 
eacb of the Univer.:.ity's 
academic and non-academic 
units to prepare case 
• statements that will target 
areas of greatest financial need. 
Puzzle answers 
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Process be9ns 
September 15, 7:30p.m. 
NEV\'MAN CENTER 
529-3311 
Cbristensen can help 
homosexuals only if he en-
courages tbem to "seek 
PS!.fr~ogi.::~~et::n feel like 
they're accepted in the siKht of 
the Lord he's not helping 
them," he said. "They can't 
please the Lord, because what 
they a.re doing is not right in his 
eyes." 
Christensen said ~ple need 
to keep scriptures an historical 
context. He pointed out that the 
Bible also forbids the con-
sumption of certain foods and 
promotes animal sacrifices -
laws which are ignored by mos;' 
people today. 
We said tbat as society 
changes, so must interpretation 
of the Bible. In biblical days, he 
said, people condemned 
homosexuality because they did 
not understand it. 
Tbe Rev. Theodore Gill, 
campus minister of University 
Christian Ministries, agrees 
with Christensen that biblical 
p!'!!:ages should not always be 
taken literally. 
"After· all YO be said "the 
institution of slavery is sup-
po[ted in the law of Moses." 
Gill said that many people 
seem to forget that the Bible 
also takes a hard stand against 
divorce and that "most chur-
ches that make an issue of 
homosexuality usuaUy ignore 
the divorce issue." 
He said the controversy 
surrounding homosexuals and 
religion raises a larger question 
of whether churches are sup-
posed to be "a society of saints" 
or institutions that help people 
"cope with the problems they 
face." 
Christensen said he is 
fulfiUing his Christian duty by 
ministering to a group of people 
who have s~ial needs -
needs, which an his view, have 
not been met in traditional 
denominations. 
He said that historically, 
homosexuals have been por-
trayed as "Godless sinners" -
a depiction that he does not find 
surprising since they have been 
alienated from traditional 
churches. 
wi~y~:~~ t:~:eth:t g:rlif 
they are denied access to him," 
he said. 
A¥hough he is aware that not 
everyOl:'! wiD be happy about it, 
Christense .. ~ ~id he is deter-
mined to provide that access. 
~ ........ 1IaetI 
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Take Charge At 11. 
In most jobs, at 22 care of sophisticated 
you're near the bottoit' equipment worth 
of the ladder. millions of dollars. 
In the Navy, at It's a bigger chal 
22 you can be a leader. lenge and a lot more 
After just 16 weeks responsibility than 
of leadership training, most corporations give 
you're an~fficer. You'll you at 22. The rewards 
have the kind of job are bigger, too. There's 
your education and ~gjrm;Par;r~aaCci~~;he~~v'e package of benefits, 
you for, and the au- including special duty pay. The starting 
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,OOO-more than most com-
As a c\)llege graduate and officer panies would pay you right out of college. 
candid1tte, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular promo-
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay in('reases, your salary will 
camp. Instead, you receive professional have increased. to as much as $31,000. 
training to help you build the technical As a Navy officer, you grow, through 
and management skills you'll need as a new challenges, new tests of your skills, 
Navy officer. - - - - - - - - - , and new opportunities 
This training is r =V~PPORTUNITY w 341 to advance your edu-
designed to instill I ~;~~~O~li~!~~~7015 I cation, including the 
confidence by first- I 0 I'm .. eady to take charge. 'lell me mo", about I possibility of attending 
hand experience .. You I the Navy·s officer programs. ,00 1 I graduate school while 
learn by doing. On Sam",_--;;..:=:---:o;,=o=---.-u:::-- I you're in the Navy. I Addtus APt ... --=---
Your first sea tOUt, I I Don't J'ust take a City St.tt' ___ Zlp--
you're responsible for I A_tColI_/Uni ..... ity----- I job. Become a Navy 
managing the work of tv. c u tGPA officer, and take charge. 
up to 30 men and the I ~:;;':M~no7" I Even at 22. 
I Phone Number iA, .. CA..1.1 ----;:c=-====- I 
I ~~r~;;;~~iEd:~~;=~~?:.~ 1 L=::-:=:.. _______ J 
Navy Officers 
Get tyFast. 
Extra sick time proposed by board 
8y "nne Flasza 
siarr Writer 
The Board of Trustees 
Thursday recommended a rules 
change that could grant ex~a 
sick leave to civil service 
employees in state universities 
if enacted by the state system's 
Merit Board. 
Under the trustees' proposal, 
employees who exhaust their 
paid leave benifits due to an 
extended illness could be 
granted up to 20 additional days 
or sick leave in a single fiscal 
ye~~ move does not put the 
policy in effect. bu.t is a 
suggestion to the Merit Board 
that the policy be adopted 
throughout the state. 
Although the board agreed 
with the need for the move, 
trustee A. D. Van Meter 
questioned the wording of the 
resolution, saying it appeare<: to 
ap~~de~: ~:S"'t Somit said 
the policy was not intended to 
add 20 days of additional sick 
leave to everyone. "This is 
reserved to rare cases," Somit 
said. 
Before it is sent to the state 
Merit Board, the language of 
the resolution is expected to be 
clarified. 
Under the present policy, 
newly-hired civil service 
workers at state universities 
start work with no sick-leave 
entitlements. They accumulate 
sick leave at the rate or ap-
proximately one day per month. 
m:ntrs~h~ S~ff~~Y~d m~%h'~ 
(22 working rla)s) di!lahility 
!=ould have up to 16 days unpaid, 
If they had already taken 
vacation leave. 
The proposal would permit 
the University to cover those 16 
days - or any number up to 20 
- when it is satisfied that a true 
hardship exists. 
JoAnn Marks, secretary in 
the College of Liberal Arts, 
chaired the committee which 
wrote the original proposal 
several years ago. She said that 
although she does not speak for 
the Civil Service Employees 
Council, she is "personally 
delighted" and hopes the Merit 
Board will accept the proposal. 
Craft workshops to be offered Church to sponsor 
. - "-', political lectures Tht' ('raft Shop In the from Sept. 14 tl) Oct. 13. Fee IS 
basemE'nt of the Student Center $22 and includes supplies. Lincoln Canfield, professor 
has sE'veral workshops plannE'd Basic Drawing - Land- emeritus of Span~sh language 
to begin Mondav. Individuals scaping techniques will be and literature, will speak in 
will be required' to purchase laught to beginners from 1) to 7 support of President Reagan's 
their own supplies or pay a set p.m. on Thursdays from Sept. 15 Central American policies, at a 
lab fee. Advance registration is to Oct. 13. Fee IS $14. lecture at 7 p.m. Sunday, at St. 
required and will be open until Porcelain - Design with clay Andrew's Episcopal Church. 
Saturday for the fonowing: from 7t09p.m. on Mondays and 
Slab Platery - Lessons in Wednesdays from Oct. 17 to 
making ceramic plates and Nov. 16. Fee is $25 and includes 
dinnerware will be given from 5 supplies. 
to 7 p.m. on Mondays from Sept. Calligraphy - Advanced 
12 to Oct. 10. Fee is $12-· and artists will learn lettering from 
includes supplies. . -5 ta-i'-p.m. on Mondays from 
Slik Screen - The stencil Oct. 17 to Nov. 14. Fee is $15. 
method will be used to make 
cards, shirt and prints from 7 to 
9 p.m. on Tuesdays from Sept. 
13 to Oct. ll. Fee is $16. 
Calligraphy - Beginners will 
be taught basic pen and ink 
artist techniques from 5 to 7 
p.m. on Wednesdays from Sept. 
14 to Oct. 12. Fee is $15. 
Basic Woodworking - In-
struction in equipment safety 
and woodshop skills will be 
given from 6 to 9 p.m. on 
Tuesdays from Sept. 13 to Oct. 
18. Fee is $14. 
Basic Pottery - Use a wheel 
to make shapes and objects in 
this class from 1) to 7 p.m. on 
Wednesdays and Thursdays 
Fibers - Using a loom and 
making baskets will be 
demonstrated and taught from 5 
to 7 p.m. on Tuesdays from Oct. 
18 to Nov. 15. Fee is $14. 
Stained Glass - Sun catchers 
and ornaments will be created 
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday 
from Oct. 18 to Nov. 15. Fee is 
$16. 
Cake Decoorating - Make a 
special cake from 5 to 7 p.m. on 
Wednesdays from Oct. 19 to 
Nov. 16. Fee is $15. 
Basic Watercolor - Painters 
will be taught skills from 5 to 7 
pm. on Thursdays from Oct. 20 
to Nov. 17. Fee is $14. 
The Rev. Ted Braun, minister 
or the Church of the Good 
Shepherd-United Church of 
Christ, will speak against 
Reagan's policies. A discussion 
will fonow the presentations. 
Disaster training 
slated for firemen 
Ry John Stewart 
Staff Writer 
Southern Illinois firemen and 
emergency services personnel 
may be better able to handle 
natural and man-made 
disasters after this weekend's 
training seminar to be held in 
the Student Center. 
The seminar is being spon-
sored by the Coal Belt Fire 
Protection Association and will 
take place between 9 a.m. and 4 
p.m. 
Attention: Student Workers 
WHY A CREDIT UNION? 
Your paycheck is nut yoUr only 
benefit as a student employee of 
SIU. You are eligible for membership 
in sm Employees Credit Union. 
fi':':::::';"1:s~ ro:::::: fJwI 
Ibn, sa,>iIrgs tmd bonow /mM11ro1 
rrsnv£ 17u!I:mlit lDtitw. ;udutJl/y 
"",tf"d ":II'" ",,,,,,bns, it lllaA.s 110 
diffffl!Jlff wile/lin Jf1H 110 • ." !:!'i OT 
$2S.()(){). Jf1" flrr /ltJrI """""-fl 
sIrorrltoidv. 
Because a ~it union-is 
1IIf.1IIbet-cimed it traditionally pays 
d higher- interest rate m savings. In 
addition, SIU Employees Credit 
~n~~~~~~o!. 
to meet members' needs. 
COSTS NOTIDNG 
TO JOIN 
Memt>crsbip in theaedit uni,OI 
custs Y"U rdhing nnw , .. later. 
Simply maintain $25 in a Share 
lsavings' accllunt. Since yuu are a 
part.,wner. this represents line 
share in the~it WI"OI.lty"U 
sl .... dd ever decide tn terminate y"ur 
membership, y"ur $25 will he 
Il'funded in full. In the meantime it 
will earn higher·!han·bank interest. 
ONCE A MEMBER 
ALWAYS A MEMBER 
S/U Employees Credit Unirlll 
sub!lcr'''es to the philosophy "Once 
a IllHIlber, always a member." ¥oo 
will retain youraedit union 
membership for life, eVer! ii you are 
~~~~~ 
available It. yuu nnW . 
• 'age' 14, Daiiy ECPtiluI, 5eptembl!l' t, 1913 
CUSTOM CHEQUEING ' 
No<ost checking is a thing of the 
past at banks and savings & loans 
in the area. Not at the aedit unioo. 
The ~it union offm< a truly 
crlSl·free checking acmunt. It 
requires nil minimum balance. nil 
monthly service charge. and no . 
charge lor dearing ched<s. 
Secondly. student members with \ 
an average daily balance of ,OIly 
$750 will earn 5\1,,, annual int~ 
from date·"I-depusit to dat ..... ,(· 
withdr.lwal. Interest is paid m<H1thty. 
Many student mt'mbers report 
moving m<>ney In"" lither savings 
aa:uunts to their interest ·bearing 
checking accounttu earn interest 011 
.n of their money -including that 
which will be spent u" living 
expenses. 
The~i! uni<OI', checking 
accllunt earns daily interest 011 all IIf 
~:'~v:'Tt~~'fu;:h':: in 
the accuunt fu, r Nil days. lwu 
nwtl1ths. or twn years 
The ~it uniun hasune 'If the 
I"",est minimum balance ~
,"ents,OI interest· bearing aa:uunts 
in the area and pays without 
quest"OI the highesl rate III interest. 
Members ruSII receive 1fM00thly 
!Itat""''''''!''01 "'.h plans _"'""ing 
,dl aroount activity. 
stu EMPlOl'EB 
CREDlTlNON ",7 __ _ 
c-~_ 
6~ 
Friday Happy Hour 
3:30-8:00 
+ Uncle Jon'. 8and 
+ 
~ 
+ 
+ 
5CHDrafts 754 Sp •• dralls 
No Cover 
Bay Chic Cordaroy 
Jeans and get this 
Chic Cordaroy Carry-
all in a color to 
matchl Free! $1 7 
valuel 
!i'o.;~::~~s14 
fasIdcnaIbe colon and you'll get 
thts CorduroyCanyaD In 
a color to match. F.....r 
Your Chic CanyaIlI5 desl!JMd In 
the same superb soft IXlI'Iboy as 
'lUI'mnIjeans. What's-.It 
ames equtppaI with a sturdy ~ 
to keep It seco.nly dosed. 
Irs Chi::'. most colorful on...-, 
So huny In fct detaIb and ]lOUr ordor Iorm. 
~ 5I!nd It to h.l •. '*'"s with your size 
tidcet and sales sip fn:m .... 5kJn!. And h.lS. 
will 5I!nd )IOU your ChIc Cordurc!r CanyaI. 
Ir. a $17 uaJue. flee! 
0fIer valid ~1, 1983 
~ September 30, 1983. 
Dept. Store: $31.00 
Fashion Outlet: 
-$24.99 
~~ 
FOR THE LOOK OF SUCCESS 
Hwy. 13 E. Carbondale 
Across from the University Mall 
Mon-Fri 10-9 
Sat 10-6 
Sun 12-5 
I 
----CampusBrre~--- Mayor will speak at AAUW reception Helen Westberl!. Caroonau.c: 
mayor, will dil>~"";s women in 
politics at a new member 
reception of the American 
Association of University 
Women to be held from 2 to 4 
p.m. Sunday at the SIU-C 
Faculty Club. 
nine years and became its 
chairman in 1973. 
STUDENT BIBLE 
Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. 
Friday in Quigley Lounge. 
TfiE SOCIETY for Ad-
van,·"ment of Management will 
haH' a new member party at 8 
p.m. Frid~y in Lewis Park 27C. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Native Plant Society wiD meet 
at 7 p.m. Friday in Life Scienl.~ 
II 404. Music professor Robert 
Mueller will present a slide 
program on wildlife and man in 
East Africa. 
PAN-HELLENIC all sorority 
rush will be held at 7 p.m. 
Friday in Ballrooms C and D. 
Music and dancing will follow 
until 3 a.m. 
PAKISTAN STUDENT 
Association will meet from 6 to 7 
p.m. Saturday in the Kaskaskia 
Room. 
SHAWNEE SOLAR Energy 
Center will sponsor a flea 
market and auction from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Saturday at the 
Center's headquarters, 808 S. 
Forest. The auction will begin 
at 2 p.m. Persons interested in 
having a booth at the flea 
market may call Nancy Reed at 
45H1172. 
THE BLACK Graduate 
Student Association will hold its 
annual reception at 5 p.m. 
Saturday in the Old Main Room. 
A DISC golf tournament. 
sponsored by Southern 
Thmsters Disc Golf Club. will 
be held at noon Saturday at the 
Recreation Center. Gift cer-
tificates worth a total of $150 
will be awarded to top players 
in men's and women's divisions. 
PAM FIELDS. who has 
toured the Soviet Union. will 
speak about Russia at 4 p.m. 
and about peace conferences at 
7:30 p.m. Saturday at 
University Christian Ministries. 
913 S. minois Ave. 
THE SALUKI Swingers wiD 
have a square dance from 7:30 
to 10 p.m. Sunday at the Student 
Center. Room location will be 
posted at the Student Center. 
Singles . and couples are 
welcome. 
AFRICAN STUDENTS 
Association will hold an 
orientation from 4:30 to 11 p.m. 
Sunday at the Evervreen 
Terrace Area Activity Room. 
THE CARBONDALE branch 
of the American Associatton of 
University Women will hold a 
new member reception from 2 
to 4 p.m. Sunday at the Faculty 
Club on Elizabeth and Grand 
Avenue. Mayor Helen Westberg 
will speak about politics and 
women. 
A WEEKLY brown bag lunch 
VJDIO.GANCI-I.OUNGI 
HAJlPYHOUa 
2:10-7:00 ... 
IIIG KIllIN MOVIII 
.TV .IPOIITI. ftC. •• 
group for reentry women will 
meet from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on 
Mondays in Women's Services. 
Woody Hall B-246. 
A VOLLEYBALL officials 
meeting will be held from 5 to 6 
p.m. Monday in the GoIr Room. 
All intramural volleyball of-
ficials should attend. 
MEETINGS FOR joggers will 
be held from 6 to 7:30 p.m. on 
Mondays and Wednesdays from 
Sept. 12 to Oct. 19 in the Golf 
Room. Information will be 
given on injury prevention. shoe 
selection. nutrition and basic 
physiology of exercise. 
REGISTRATION CLOSES 
Monday for the Dental Aptitude 
Testing Program to be held Oct. 
8; Thursday for the Graduate 
Rec;ord Examination to be held 
Oct. 15; and Friday for the 
College Level Examination to 
be held Oct. 11. Students may 
'Pick up registration materials 
at Woody HaQ 8·204 or may call 
536-3303. 
mE LAW Library will be 
showing "A Man for All 
Seasons,'· starring Paul 
Scofield. at 7:30 p.m. Friday in 
Lesar Law Building 120. The 
Academy Award-winning film 
deals with the life of Sir Thomas 
More, Henry VIII's Lord 
Chancellor. 
THE CHINESE Student· 
Association is having a disco for 
all international students from 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday in the 
Roman ~oom. Admission is $1. 
,More information is available 
at 457-0273. 
FALL SALE of toddler 
clothing sizes 2 through 8 will be 
held at 8 a.m. Saturday by 
Birthright, 311 W. Main. Apt. 8. 
BRIEFS POLICY - The deadllDe 
For Campall Briefs III _ &wo day. 
.fan publication. The brier. ..... 
be type"rltte •• aad 10 •• ' lael.de 
&bile. da~. ,IIIce a.d 1IpOII8oo1I' of tbe 
evnt and the aa .. e and ~Iepbo_ 
aumlter of the perMII lab .. ltdnl tile Item. I~Dl. _ .. Id lie dell.ere4 _ 
.. .,IIN to tbe Daily Ely,"a. 
;;le"lIrOf)", Comm.aleaUo •• 
"'l1li..,. Room 1247. A brief "m be 
p.bn.hed onee a •• only a •• ,aee 
....... 
Monvadely 
At Zantico Mubn Restaurants you can ~boose from a 
fiesta·sized menu of greet-tssting Mexican dishes-
::f:t~c:1-=n!:=~=:~g::!UrritDs 
Cbilito.™ piIad-bigb Tostsdas and money· saving 
CombimtioD Dinners. Plus. our eve.- popular Taco BurritDs. 
Monqallty 
Come 011. ill or drive through at our window; your order will 
be made up fneh when you order. and served up fast and 
Westberg's topic will be 
"Policy Making: Politics is For 
Women." Her involvement in 
politics began in 1964 when she 
became a member of the 
Carbondale Citizens Advisory 
Committee where she served 
Also in 1973, she was ap· 
pointed to the city council where 
she remained until this spring 
when she became the Car· 
bondale's first 'Nom an mayor. 
AAUW w:.s founded in 1881 
and currently has 185,000 
members. The membership 
consists of women Who are 
graduates of regionally ac· 
credited colleges and tmiver-
sities. 
Speclal·Pizza Prices 
Eat In or Take Out 
14" Sausage or Pepperoni 
Only $3.89 2 For $6.99 
Try Our New 
Chunky Italian Sausage 
$4.49 2 For $7.99 
with a smile. And we use nothing but the finest, freshest 
ingredients to make our Mexican ma .. t8pieces. 
Morevalae 
Add to all this. the enjoyment of eating in our warm and 
cozy ~cienda atmosphere and you·ve got a food experience 
you ·lliove ... at pria!s that very reasonable. Discover the ;0::'=:':: 
thaa • taco store. ,. 
C~ ._&_-
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Blood tests may 
help doctors spot 
cases of AIDS 
Today's Puzzle 
BOSTON (AP) - A blood test 
that measures a rare form 01 
interferon may help doctors 
spot seemingly healthy people 
who have early stages 01 AIDS 
but no outward symptoms 01 the 
devastating disorder, resear· 
chers say. 
, Their study found that months 
before the appearance of clear 
signs of acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome, some 
\jctims haVf! high blood levels 
of a proteil'l called acid·labile 
alpha interferon. 
"I would say that if an in· 
dividual had high levels of acid· 
labile interferon on several 
occasions, that would probably 
be a very specific marker for 
AIDS," said Dr .. James J. 
~rt of the National Cancer 
Institute in Bethesda, Md. 
The researchers 1l<arned that 
the;test can now be performed 
only in highly specialized labs, 
and more work is necessary to 
determine its accuracy in 
pinpointing early cases of AIDS. 
"We do not have a test for 
AIDS," said Dr. M. Elaine 
Eyster of Pennsylvania State 
University Medical School, 
another of the researchers. 
"What we have Is something 
with a potential for being a good 
test to screen individuals in 
high·risk groups. We need a lot 
more work to know how good it 
is." 
There is no known cure for 
AIDS, but Goedert said tbe test 
could be used to screen blood 
donors and help prevent the 
spread of the disease. The 
researchers found the unusual 
kind of interferon in three 
victims of hemophilia who 
developed AIDS. Two 
=~:!r &U~iS~!~~~~ 
with the disorder. 
Interferon is a natural virus-
killing chemical that is 
produced in tiny amounts by 
cells tbroughout the body. 
AJpha iJterferon is made by 
white bp,d ceUs, and at least 15 
differeat varieties of this kind of 
interferon exist. 
ACROSS 50111-w111 
1 S9Uft 53 Obi .... 
S Up Mel about 54 Ch8sI-. 
10 Me.d _ 58 Fur111w 
14 Counter 81St_ 
1S s..mm.ty 82 J8COb', 
18 CUi - IIrOIIW 
17 PIir; ..... 83 SoottIer 
18 Metric unit 84 SIIIr .. 
20 ScIItIer es S!IIn','. kin 
22 A ...... •• ee A."..,. 
"- fI11A1ters 
23 ContInuIng DOWN 
24 au....,.. 1 o.ta .aund 
28 AnI 2 CoInpoMnt 
21 a-.... 10 3 AaterIIII 
30 Top dog 4 ....,. 
:us-., se-
35 TrIdI 8 GerdenecI 
:If' PeIm .." 7 Skin 
..... Pfotolema 
37 On !tie road 8 "K" 
311 Sow Me-" 
40 Baby buggy , Upon: Po""'. 
. 41 AevoIIer: 10 Some 
at. wIIIak .. 
42 Dectee 11 Tempo 
"3 w.... 12 Augufy 
8IIIiMIPtiC 13 DIstrict 
45 Auditions ,. - J_. 
47 DIapMyed S81k. 
prmenta 21 Vlctortea 
<t8 MMIpuIate 25 Although 
41 Bu··""·'$ H leIhIrdrop 
p"~zle Oi1:l'!f'ers 
a.re on Page 13. 
27~ 
28 Potency 
21"SIIeIk 
01-" 
30 Roll 
S1 Leaon 
32h.mng 
wtngs 
33 Called 
35 BI_gun 
39 The: Sp. 
40 Good_ 
42 Large 
~!!!o:h 
44 PoIIma 
441 PrOductIon 
41lmportMce 
4" Heckle 
50 EJect 
S1 N. Amer. 
coin 
S2 Of>EC 
nation 
53 A Mllriana 
5SJelIy -
56 Tru.nc:y 
57 Mauls 
59GOIfgedget 
10 Ending for 
_mar.,· 
But acid-labile alpha in-
terferon, which decomposes in 
an acid solution, is unusual. 
Ordinarily, it is seen only in 
diseases that involve a defect of 
the body's immune system, 
such as lupus or rheumatoid 
arthritis. 
AIDS destroys the body's 
::~ty !i::rm~ . M:~~ 
Saturdav 5:15p.m. Evenlngi'rayer 
Sunday 8:00 a.m. SaId Eucharist 
homosexuals or intravenous 
drug users. But hemophiliacs 
and Haitian immigrants also 
~ catching it. 
~mophiliacs' blood does not 
clot properly, and they must 
receive clotting concentrates 
taken from donated blood. 
TONIGHT 
9:15 a.m. CIuch School & AWIt Class 
10:00 a.m. MornIng Prayer 
7:00p.m. DIscusiaJ: 
NIcan9aa & u.s. Jm.dvement 
Prof. CanfteId& Rev. Ted Braun 
Wild Rockabi~ly from 
. ChampaIgn 
Bll! Dadd, sun and the 
outer Planets 
• t5.lICIrdl ..... til dose 
.• 154 ...... IUIdt .... ldIeIofJ ...... til cIoI& 
september " 1983 
Printing Plant SC COPIES 
-whl"'you-.".It-sernc.-
• ""-Is Capn . on 
rag content paper -
MOWlmlght service. 
• Multi-page originals 
- ... ...,~ must teed in 
document feeder. 
• Plain white paper 
copies - other paper 
at additional charge. 
• All sales tllX 
included in above 
prices. 519-3115 
606 S. DIinois 
UrIJo ..... 
HUNGRY? 
YOU ARE INVITED TO 
THE 
GREATER GILLESPIE 
TEMPLE CHURCH 
810 NORTH WALL--CARBONDALE 
FIRST INTERNATIONAL 
BUFFET DINNER AFFAIR 
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 17 
5:00P.M. 
FOODS OF ALL NATIONS 
DONATION $3.50 Per Person 
Children 3 to age 6-$2.00 
Children over age 6-$.'3.50 
Tor ticket information call: 
St9·2515, 529·217 .. , 529-2389 
after 10 p.m. 
FIRST 'If FlNF3T ••• AGAIN! 
Daawt's ... 1M"" •• WIlla 1M hafIIt .... - ••• 
.............. 11& •• 
FIRST 'If FllEST ••• ALL YOU CAR £An 
. VEGETABLE BUFFEI BAR! 
a.oo. from. •• Ifatrilious 'If' delicious. •. 
PotcdoII. •• Cona. •• GIwa Becms. •• Pluto Becma. •• 
c:abi;ap ••• IIroccoli lIa CbeIIe Sauce ••• Carrots. •• 
PeaL •• 1Iacaroai ad a.... ... PI. 3 Tasty cmd 
lIoarisbiDg Breads. •• Can 1Nad ••• RoIIL •• 
Gnc:km INadI 
Served4:30to9:00pm $2.99 7 DaV1AWeek 
Enjoy! As many 
trips as you like! 
Children Under 12 only $1.99 
Choice of delicious entrees only $1.00 
with the purchase of the vegetable buffet! 
, 
,Founders of Bald Knob Cross 
I strive to /r,eep their dream alive / MR. NATURAL'S ~~ 
Rv Oavt' Sat'lens Stan Writl"f 
About 35 years ago. two 
1\1akanda residents had a 
dream to build a monument 
representhg a place where all 
people cc.uld set aside their 
difference..; and comt' to wor-
ship. 
That monument now stands 
111 feel tall. 22 square fet'l allhe . 
hase and 16 square f,~el at Ihe 
top with arms Ihat extend fiq 
feet horizontallv. 
Throughout ihe year. over 
50.000 peaplt' travel up Ihe 
mount,in 10 see it. and last 
Eastei' Sunday 2.000 people 
gathered around it to watcb the 
sun come up. 
Tht're's only one problem 
\\ ith this dream it takf'S 
$:l.()OO each year to keep it 
standing. 
Located on Bald Knob 
Mountain in Alto Pass, the Raid 
Knob ('ross has not only stood 
as a sign of inspiration (or the 
past 20 years. but also as a 
fulfillment of Iwo men's 
dreams. 
Wavynan Preslev and the 
Rev.-William Lirelv. both of 
Makanda. spent a total of about 
25 years planning the con-
struction and raising funds to 
build the cross. 
Rut that 2S-year strug~le 
didn't t'nd with the cross' 
completion in 1963. 
According to Lirely. the cross . 
requires about $3,()()I) each year 
for maintenance, monthly light 
hills and premiums for the $1 
million insurance policy on the 
cross. 
G Whole Foods Grocery ~.~.. • 
"OW In Stock t' '\ 
fr.sh B •• PolI.n ~. '.' '\ ~ta 
S 1 O.OO/Ib. :':T!.'bfi¥ 
ThraS.pt. W 
(ng. Prlc. S 11.00) 10" f JaCkson 
(f'''lIlosoot Spearmint Teo withpurcho.ej HilS: 10,5 
fllEI>'5 
IS N()T SQUAR. DANCE 
I.~.-:~.~II I:~i I~ ~,' ,'r 
. ':ttl I - . .' .i 
WHAT IS IT? We're a country ploc .... thot play. 
country mutic. You (ould compare it 
10 0 Chicago Polish W""*Iing. or a 
Columbia, III. ~.fesl. 
WH AT DO We .erve Ihe food and setup •. bring 
yeur own cooler of beer or Jock. Good 
THEY SERVE? ::7'ondfur.loreveryone,YOU"9=d 
WHC GOES THEIE? :=;-t~~~w:."!::':;j !~",;'~: 
fam:ne •. FRED'S io 0 plac. where 
everyone f_l. comfortable. 
If you enloy Southern illinois, 
Giant City Park, 'rhe Pomona General 
Store, Llttl. Grassy Lake, and Ma Hal .... .' 
FR' Th. Prl .... ....,th.rs SAT Todcl ..... , ..... Hoa8 
Even so, both men are The two men whodeeided to build the III foot tall structure in 1948 
determi.,ed to keep their dream continuously work DOW .. keep the cross presentable, 
.. .... TopSolI .. .... 
(with W.yne ''The Flclcll.r Man" HI,don 
TO RESERVE A TABLE CALL 549-8221 See CROSS. Page 18 
GREAT'ENTERTAINMENT'flT E-"IGHT 
Simon Says Soul Dance .,' a 
Cr,,' ,'''',,,,''',,,, Air Cuillr ~ rf 
Contln -ill 
. Iw Irish music by ~ 
.,,, ar. GrvvngrClss S- POOL., 
\~-~----\ ~ , 
American Craftstand 
Border BakelY 
TO"16HT 
P4CeS 
INATED BY STUDENT PROGRAMMING AND THE STUDENT CENTER 
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CROSS, from Page 17 
alive by finding ways to pay 
those bills. 
Lirely. a retired Methodist 
minister. said the bills are paid 
totally out of contributions sent 
10 the Bald Knob Cross of Peace 
Foundation - an organization 
created ten years ago composed 
of 116 trustees and an 18-
'Tlember governing board who 
monitor the cross' upkeep and 
pay the bills. 
He said the foundation is 
usually able to raise enough 
money throughout the year to 
keep the cross standing. but 
each year is a new ~truggle to 
raise funds. 
"Yesterday I got $105 from 
one source, and $10 from 
another," he said. 
Along with the donations from 
individuals, the foundation also 
pays its bills by sponsoring 
activities such 2S ice cream 
~uppers, an arts and crafts day 
In October, and an annual 
"Whole Hog Bar-B-Q Diru\er.·' 
whieh this year is scheduled for 
Sept. 17. 
As one of the founders of the 
cross and also a busir.essman, 
Presley also does his part to 
keep the cross standing. 
He said he has personally 
contributed $35,000 this year 
alone for upkeep and 
beautification of the cross. He 
said he hired a crew to san·J-
blast and waterproof the in-
terior of· the cross, and a 
buildpzer to remove 15 acres of 
trees from the top of the 
mountain so visitors can see 
mor ~ of the countryside instead 
of just the tops of trees. 
"The view up there now is just 
spectacular," Lirely said. 
Presley added he has also had 
~:::Jl;~~a~:ra~~ha~eh~~ 
the parking lot increased to 
accommodate 3,000 cars. 
Before the cross which 
currently stands on Bald Knob 
Mountain was built. Lirely 
remembers some of the first 
crosses to stand on the mOlln-
tain. 
He said that before a cross 
even stood on the mountain, the 
number of pt'ople attending the 
Easter Sunday sunrise service 
grew from 2,500 in 1937 to 
almoot 12,000 in 1941. 
Lirely said it .vas the number 
of people attendinf! the sunrise 
service that prompted the first 
cross. Erected in 1938 by "the 
CCC boys" - members of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps -
the first cross was 12 feet high 
and made out of hickory. 
"It stayed around about 2 
years until the worms ate it 
up," he said. 
The next cross was a com-
bined 'effort of Presley and 
Lirely who put a SO-foot cross on 
one side of a 6O-foot high steel 
observation tower which then 
stood on the mountain in 1939. 
They said they ran light bulbs 
up the side of the cross and 
hooked it up to a tractor 
generator. 
"That old tracter ran all night 
to keep that cross lit," Lirely 
said. 
This second l.ross stood for a 
few years, but the weather soon 
took its toll and it too 
deteriorated. 
It was about this time, about 
1948, the two men decided they 
needed something sturdier. The 
cross which now stands on the 
mountain is what they had in 
mind. 
Presley said when they first 
had the idea for the giant c:"oss, 
the Shawnee Recreation 
Association offere<:l thf! two men 
$250.000 to build the cross in 
exchange for using the cross as 
a tourist attraction. 
"We turned them down." 
Presley said. "Since it was to be 
for the people, we wanted it 
built by the people.' 
It was t"'en that Presley set 
out to find 116 people who were 
"leaders of the community and 
had made contributions to the 
community" to donate $100 
each to building the cross. 
"And it took me three and a 
half years to do it," Presley. 
said. 
l.irely said one of the biggest 
contributions to the cross was 
when Presley appeared :; .. 1 
Ralph Edward's television 
program ''This Is Yo:.lr Life" in 
1955. His ai»pearance on the 
show brought in thousands of 
letters with donations 
amounting to $116.000. 
On March 30, 1959, con-
struction began on the cross. 
Presley said Ule J.C. Stevens 
Company, then from Cairo, 
worked on the surface of the 
cross after a company from 
Metropolis, built the' 
framework. 
Finally, in 1963, after 25 years 
0( planning and four years of 
building, the cross was com-
pleted at a cost of $250.000,. 
Plzza .1.Dn.1 
New SUNAYNlGHT Buffet 
For 
5pm .. 9pm 
All of the pizza, Spaghetti, 
Salad and garlic sticks 
you can eat for only 
$3.29 
Plus: your soft 
drinks only St 
through Sept 30, 
1983 with purchase 
01 any bulfet 
Buffet Hours: 
M-F-1l-2 
Tues. eve. 6-9 
Sun. eve. S-9 
( at Carbondale 
store only) 
............. out itS Pizza InD. 
Page 18, Daily Egyptian, Septallber 9, 1983 
'JIlltt show' set for Saturday 
An All-American mutt show 
and Frisbee loss-catch contest 
will be held beginning at 10 a.m. 
Saturday at Evergreen Park. 
sponsored by the Humane 
SocIety of Southern nIinois. 
All dogs may compete 
regardless of breed. pedigree or 
professional train;:'!g. officials 
llf the society said. 
Trophies will be given for best 
of show and best FrIsbee dog. 
Ribbons will be awarded for 
other categories. 
Entry blanks are available at 
the Humane Shelter on new 
Route 13. west of Carbor:dale. 
Entry may be made up to a half 
hour before the competition. 
Rain date will be Sunriay. 
See my new Individual 
designs for Wedding 
Rings 
~IlanStuck 
52.Q...2341 
218 s. Illinois 
I buy or trade for scrap gold. 
FndayNtte 
-"loa 
III CJaE ""'000 11M 
SHOW 
SUNDAYNITE 
BRADY & HOLLY 
'Creative divorce' is group focus BLEUFLAMBE 
Rv Rt'lind.l Edmondson 
siarr Writer 
There were seven people 
there - six women and a man 
.- sitting shyly in a tight little 
circle. 
They were in the Quigley Hall 
lounge for a workshop on 
"Creative Divorce." The 
numbers who had been ex· 
pected never did materialize. so 
the little group bunched 
together in a corner of the big 
lounge and iooked sheepishly at 
each other 
They all hlld a personal in· 
terest in discovering a 
"cleative" aspect to divorce, 
since everybody had had some 
experience with the trauma of 
divorce. 
There was Diane (all names 
have been changpd) who is in 
the process of getting a divorce 
after 12 years of marriage. and 
b going to school and sup· 
porting her children at the same 
time. 
Jane has been divorced nine 
vears, and goes to school while 
supporting her young children. 
Janice is II graduate student 
who is six weeks away from 
getting a divflrce. 
Lil'a's teenaged chiil1rcn live 
with their father, and she is 
going back to school after 22 
years of marriage and a 
"horrendous" divorce. There 
was also Jean, who had never 
been married but had ex· 
perienced the same pain of 
breaking up with her live·in 
lover. 
And there was Jim, the only 
man present. whose wife had 
taken their children and moved 
to another state. where she then 
divorced him. He has not seen 
his children since. 
Sally Prane, staff member of 
the Women's Center which had 
organized the workshop, spoke 
first. "You have feelings of 
shock and mourning when 
there's this person saying, 'I 
don't want you anymore: You 
get feelingl'l of shock even when 
you instigated the divorce," 
said Prane. "But there can be 
new growlh from divc'.'ce. You 
can take aii the things people 
experience in divorce to 
discover yourself." 
"Say to yourself. 'what do 1 
want'? Who am I?' Many people 
have never really been single 
before. You go from being a 
child to being a wife. There's 
never a chance to find out who 
you are." 
The group listened intently, 
and a few l>iarted to nod their 
heads in agreement. 
"So many times you see 
yourself through your 
husband's eyes," Prane said. 
She spoke from experience. She 
said she had been divorced and 
has remarried. 
"If he says you're okay, 
yOIJ're okay. You don't have to 
answer to anyon\:: anymore. The 
idea now is that I am the CIne to 
design myself. You don't have 
to get a divorce in order to 
experience new growth, but it's 
a new opportunity to do so. A 
divorce does not mean you've 
failed -- things just changed 
For a long time I wouldn't talk 
to mea - I thought they were 
the scum of the earth. 
"You're not doomed to go 
through the experience again, 
you're free to start over with a 
new person, with a new 
A me 
Faiafll Factory 
901S.lIIInoIs 
Open: lO:30-3:00am r----------I Polish Sausage I 
IFries &. a Coke, 
, $2.10 I 
L~~~-. 
529.9191 
beginning." 
"I'm so glad I didn't settle for 
politE'ness," said Janice. "The 
man 1 married, he changed. We 
didn't seem to know each other 
anymorf' " 
Jar.e agreed. '" was so 
dependent. I was scared to. 
death," she said. "Making the 
decision to divorce was the 
hardest part. 1 had no money 
and two littles ones. but 1 had to 
do it. Ill' was going out with the 
guys all week, while I was 
making dinner every night and 
taking care 01 our kids. I WaS 
putting in more than he was." 
"It was his mother who told 
me, 'It's time to go:"said 
Diane. tears running down !leI' 
face. "I tried doing things this 
way, then that way.trying tll 
make things work - but they 
wouldn·1. Now I live day by day, 
and the money - God. 1 don't 
know where it's coming fl'om. 
Then doing this dating thing all 
over again is terrible." 
"The time between marriage 
and divorce is often the har· 
dest," Prai1e agreed. 
Jim had a different problem. 
'I've accepted the fact that she 
doesn't want to live with me," 
he said. "But I still want to be a 
part of my kids' lives. Now they 
prnbably don't even recognize 
me:' 
"I know I feel guilty about my 
kids, 'cause i know they love 
their dad," said Diane. 
One of the biggest problem 
that everyonp in the group faced 
was loneliness. "It got to the 
point where I hated to !!o 
home." said Jim. "That's not 
uncommon, 1 used to sit there 
wondering why doesn't anybody 
call me'?" added Prane. "You 
just have to let people know ~"1I 
want to be called. " 
315 S. IllinOis 
529-385J 
T.J.'S PROGRESSIVE 
HAPPY HOUR 3.8pm 
FRI & SA T The Roy Hawk Bond 
We Now Hove "Big Screen" T, V. 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-9:30am 
4:00-7:00pm 
TONIGHT 
IN THE IARSE BAR: 
801 E. Moin 
Ph. 549·4a.c1 
Hrs. Sam· 20m 
ROCK & ROLL WITH 
DRAtTS IQUARTS SPEEDRAll~ 
3. Ut 1SC SOC 
4- aGe tot lOt 
5. Ue 51.IS lIN 
.. .. 11.20 IOC 
7- 4Se 11.U tot 
" .. and see this Style? I dO'Wned it at the corner bar. " 
Whatever you do, make it worthwbile7 with Heileman's Old Style. Double brewed, fully Kraeusened for 
that clean, crisp taste. So next time, do it with Style. Old Style. 
Fora 'ul~c,,;or 17" x 22" Old Style poster of lhisad, send SI.oo to· 
TACoIIIfY 1l00M POSTEll 0"".11 
500 ThlflIAven .... wesl. P.O. BoxC·34057. Seattle, WA 9a124 
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.. Classlfied information Rates 
.. 15 Word MlnImnm 
One Day-10 cents per word 
minimum '1.50. 
Two Oay.-9 cen:' per word. per 
dafi.ree or Four Days-8cenU, per 
wy:!:e ~~ud~t;e Days-7 cents per 
~T:n ~~u t61eteen OaylHl cents 
per word. pel' day. 
pe~:::a. ;~:!:;. Oays--S cenls 
All Classified AdvertisiM, must 
~i:M'R;gn ~~~t~~e:~~xt ~o;:: 
plJblication. Anything Processed 
after 12: 00 noon will go in following 
day's publication. 
The DaDy Egyptian cannot be 
responsible for more than one 
day's incorrect insertion. Ad· 
vertlsers are respl"nslble for 
~~~I:o* n~vJ.~~:::::} ~ 
advertiser whlcb lessen tbe value 
of the adverlisemelit will be ad-
t:~::ily~f o~~r;o!dwfs~p::.a~:n~:i 
vour ad. call 536-3311 before 1Z:00 
10011 for cancellation In the nexl 
Jay's Issue. 
m~e~~rw~~~e\t~~ft~~~~ 
~:n~:i:H:)~II~~;:~~-h~~~I~ ! 
also be an addItional charge of I 
$1.00 to cover the cost of the 
neg::;m'eSa~~~~: must be i' 
paid in advance exc~ for those 
accounts with established credit; 
FOR SALE 
Automobiles I 
~~~~iti~~~~:d, ~~~1ne ~:~t 
mpg, 2-dr., S1330 obo. 529-5675 
before 11am or after 5pm. 2186Aa15 
1S8Q DATSUN 200SX. Light blue, 
autom~tic. air, am-fm cassette, 
good tires. excellent condition. 
$4800 or best offer. 1-357-2715. 
2233Aa19 
1973 PINTO, RUNS. around town I 
use for student, $500 or best offer, 
529-5933, anytime. '"2365J\a 19' 
1975 MUSTANG. GOOD condition. 
$1200.457-7429 alter 6 p.m. 
2367Aa16 
!'r?3 1~!:~A~s. 9~\:::,~t ~~r~ 
o.b.o. 457-6383. !l375Aa20 
~~:d ~~~li~t.fn,v~~~r:n: $~:: 
negotiable. 457·7308 eveni'2§76Aa17 
MAZDA 626, • 80. Excellent ~~e~'~~~~,t fg~i3. t~~A~~1 
1979 DATSUN 310. Metallic blue. 
excellent condition. like new. 
rli~p,f~~e:se~tr.eg:, ~~ :m~ 
4697. 2393Aa20 
Motorcycles 
r~~~:h!Il!~d ~afI~::hr:.w54~ 
1884. 2083Ac15 
SMITH DODGE LATE summer 
~~i~y~I~~~~r~C~a~!'iia h~ 
bike 250 ce, 1975 Honda 550 cc with 
§~!:;1~G~9l~~~~~lJg~d~c~9~~ 
three wheeler. 1976 Hondamatic 
750 ce with frunng. 1412 West Main, 
.~~~~~t~15s~ext to unk'i~l~~ 
, .7~ YAMAHA 500 excellent con-
~~set1.a~te:rV:"\~~J.1°ney. 
210SAc16 
1976 HONDA 750, new tires wind-
sl:rield a:,d seat. Custom paint and 
pIses. lots of chrome. Low 
~~_~: excellent conditi~~~sgp7 
~'1fon~~~gAJk~s, ~~.t ~;!-
5589. Zl89Acl:i 
MUST SELL 750 Honda Motor-
~~ta~:;'. r;'~.c~:rfi~~'1;:~~ 
5087. a. m. or 457-7736 alter ~:rC22 
1972 KAWASAKI 350, $375 or best 
~1~' after 5:00 p.m., P~1~7 
CARBONDALE. LOTS WITH 
~~~:~t~~d~~~9~i:.r. May 
. 2374Ad19 
Mobile Homes 
1975 FIFTH AVENUE 12x56 2 ::'~~e3.cR:~~:~i~~e;} pewk, 
51. close to campus. S6000,&~ .. 
CARBONDALE. EXTRA NICE 
1971 Eden, 12 wide. skirted &. 
strapped, 2 bedrooms air 
wood burner . a ppliances: large 
anchored shed screened porCh 
fenced yard. 'Can stac; on same 
~~~~~Ive lot. Pets Ki89~S:i 
RENT TO OWN P.art of your rent 
~J~i~l;;r~~r:eh~~r ;:i~~~'r 
air. dishwasher, 529-3563. 1893Ae21' 
I:qR SALE: CHEAP reasonable 
livmg quarters. 10x50. 2 bedroom 
~~:lJ~~~~c~~~~i_21~:.ilef91/l.DJ~ 
10xSO) 2- BR. PARTLY furnished, 
ro~atlng antenna. a-c, shaded lot, 
qUiet park, $3500, negotiable, 549-
~. ft:ave message. 2041Ae19 
1?80 14x60. tJnderpinned. central 
ft~:~.e~~~oving, m~~~~7 
1967, 12x55 TWO bedroom. $3000 or 
~~~iJ~:~~~~htile ~~~~r~ir!e~r 
option to buy. 457 ·7823. 2120Ae15 
10.x50, NEWLY REMODELED 
~thin1.~fiedb~~~~rUrn~~~ 
MUSTANG. 1980. Four speed four :n!1(I!s~~t~~~~~~~8~&r ~J~d:~.~t~~ ~a~er. L~:: 10:00 a.m. '2334Ac20 
2574 a~ter 5:30pm. 2219Aa29 I 
anrJ' ~ater heater, storage shed, 
r;~~~.~~:''M.p~\~~ 
1979 ARROW GT. 40.200 miles, air, 
rower brakes, new tires. Must see 
~~t¥P:~~~:300 or bes~t'20 
GREAT STUDENT CAR. 1977 
Honda Civic. New stereo, $1!'~0 
O. B. O. 529-3472. 2265Aa15 
~~J~tSTER.LI1t~~EI75J. m~~-
condition, hot stereo, spoked 
~,:!~I:ee~r~~~s~~~~~~~neup. 
B2268Aa15 
1972 COUGAR CONVERTmLE, 
~:;:~ ~~~l. 'si~~re~~~ff:r~~~ 
2125. 2288Aa16 
1964 RAMBLER. RUNS excellent, 
dependable. S400. Call between 
7am-4pm at 549-8173. Leave name 
and number I'll return your call. 
2313Aa16 
= JJy~t~ ~~95~~~ 
0280. 2342AaI5 
MONTE CARLO. 1976. Good 
~n:.;o~~ ~~A ~~\o':ne:g~,s~~ 
~=\~ ~~i~:ioso S;WeN~ 
p.m. 2325Aa18 
1977 CHEVY VAN, Pioneer AM-
~k~~Ttsd~~':.:~~ers' Jr: 
5pm. 234Ma16 
~~en~~~~~ ~;~ 
$12000. B. O. 1-893-4345. 
B234OAa18 
1972 CHEV, IMPALA, 4 Dr., 
Automatic. $650, 549-7223. 2356Aa15 
1976 CHEVY IMPAl.A. Good 
conditioo, ai.~wer, new exhaust 
~~C:8~57.::r· $850 ~io 
1972 TOYOTA MARK D- excellent 
~nditiOll. reasonably' priced. 529-
1580 before 7:30 am,lifter =.15 
'T1 FORD MUSTANG - Am-Fm, 
air, excellent condition, LeSt offer. 
MIM seD. 54!Hi8114. 2316Aa20 
1973 SUNSHINE, 2 bedroom 
12x55. 529-1422 or 529-3920. 2355Ac20 
1975 HONDA 550-4; Excellent 
condition; $700 or best offer. Must 
seD. 529-2573 after 5. 2357Ac16 
1979 HONDA CX500 Custom with 
helmet. 8,000 miles, like new. 529-
FOR SALE OR rent: furnished 2-~~r~atl~6nae-cmlre'l~u~~~ 
~=: $4750 or $2OO-mo. :;:=6 
~~t!nJ~~D:a~ile Ho1:es b~~~sIi 
Hwy. 51, 549-3000. B2:1l0Ae32 
1329, leave message. 2331Ac20 
KE 125 KAWASAKI 1981. excellent !:~~d~;;~~j..~~Ii~~~~~~~25~: 
condition. 687-4452. 2369Ac19 529-3620 after 7pm. 2323Ae18 
19~0 HONDAMATIC 400. Low HUGE 14x70. FULLY carpeted, 
~~i:~~I:~~~~f~ndit~~'111~ , ~~~!s~~h;ef~~~~ll\r~i :d~~t 
1975 MOTO GUZZI 850 new I H~t:ley, red paint, new battery, 
falnng. luggage rack. Very clean 
European motorc'ycle. Shaft drive. 
evemngs. $1495 o.b.o. 457-4654. 
2387Ac19 
:!~~iJ<o~~ ~~~~.I c~f~~sA';e~: 
529-9575 (call;";,inya). 2392AclB 
• , 78 Honda 750 $800 
B10'l, 549-5555. 2345Ae18 
$1~. ~OODSTOVE. AIR, new 
~~~~ town court. lOx~.hf~ 
IDEAL STUDENT LIVING 
guarters. Why rent.'! l\Ia::e a sound 
Investment. 1963 Avioo lrailer. AC 
furnace. full kitchen and 
bathroom, all aluminum. $251.,{) or 
best offer. 1-542-4066. 2353Aeli, 
• 75550 Honda 5.5. $650 
70 Triumph 650 $700 
75 Kawasaki 100 $300 
CARBONDALE, AVAILABLE 12-
20-83. 8x48 Skyline, with screened 
in porch, water bed. $2,200~ call 
Bruce, collect, 314-364-1352. l:I am- I 
2:30 pm. 2383Ae19 
1970. 12x60. 3 bedroom wast.i!r &. 
I drye.r, quiet location: very good I' 
I 
condition. 549-6355. 2384Ae19 
Miscenaneou. 
I 
JENNY'S ANTIQUES &. used Real Estate furniture, Carbondale. Buy and 
•• LAKE; OF EGYPT" Newer ~}~~~~ ~:t~!!=t~~ :fi'::s~ 
'AI Mil. South of th.Ar.na 549-053' 
owner built 2700 foot home on 2.29 549-4978. . Bl647Afi8 
~f::lsa~r. 'fo"utr "b:a~~!~,n:~f:e BETA VIDEO FILM rentals. 
~throoms, (,lreplace, heat pump. Largest selection in southern 
:i~a;af_~~~5. drapesi~819 r~~0?i8~att;>s~~~I~~ec: 6e~T:d 
GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 80 ~~~~~P~C:y~~J7-~:'lm6j~' 
acres, on good road. 40 tillable. 2 
creeks, spn~, cave, bounded over GOOD ASSORTMENT OF used ~&;rc<!g~~~ f~~~stJ:~t;;'serl:o!: ~ &. white and color TV's. $65 
Carbondalel. Has 7 room house St., ~u::,if!;~6:r:.hOP. 1~1~~!{T:J, 
~r.oo~.th flUS r:g:~I~ 'rl~aengrn~ 
available. Ca'l1 collect (314) 731-
3533. 1780Ad20 
ALTO PASS, LOVELY 3 
bedroom, frame home, fireplace, ~::~, f~~~~i:ld ~~tnm~ 
893-2900, 893-2340 anytime or 536-
7575 weekdays. B1832M22 
NICE REMODELED HOME. 
Full basement 011 OIIe acre in Anna. =~~~for~~~~i 
I 
I 
~E;EP KOOL CHEAP Air con- ,YAMAHA CF_-640 RECEIVER. 45 
~.F8"$~~,~UB¥tV ~\ l~i~ w.p.c., $245. Call 529-2637. 2190Agl5 
23.000 BTU $195. Call 529-3563. . 
:::::::-::~::--:-__ --=..::189..:.:1::.:.Af2=1 Pet. & Supplle. 
~HE NEARLY NEW A con- . BLooDHOUND-REDBONE 
~~gm:nent-reFle sl)~p, Acce~ts for ~~~~~~ales~~~iI~:: $f,Os~~~~. an~s~~~~t~li~~m\~a~~rifgi~~~ Murphysboro, 684-3386, after 
have for, sale excellent used 6:30pm. 2363A;118 
~,~~~~~~~o a*e~ea~i~e~~er~ DO~ERMAN PUPS, AKC 
bondale. Across from Credit registered. 2 males, 2 females. 
~~~.:~~onday thru ~;W:1~ ~~k-rust, shots. $f,O &. $6:&~A~ 
GARHARD (40 MKD) TURN- i BI I 
TABLE $15; extra firm kingsize I eye e. 
mattress (excellent condition) $85' I BIKES 3 SPEED $ Fullsize rollaway bed $18' Soli(t ~ $4 c iI - 30; 10-spe~d 
state b-w tv $4;,; and patlo sized 1 0, a 457-2277. 2335A117 
weed-eater. $12. 529-1m. 2189Af15 I SDortlng Good. 
, , SPlDE;R WEB ... BUY and sel~ 1980 llOBIE CAT 1~' sailboat. 
usegl~urnlture and antiques. South I Excellent condition, some extras. 
on 51. 549-1782. b2259Af30 ! $2100. 54!1-8135 after 5 P''Vi1862Ak21 
{V~~~lc~xlrP Hlare~O .};~dS ~ Musical 
Cost $675 when new. 1-833-2283. i FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS' 
= ________ 2277_A....:f::.:.15 Ex~rienced ~rformer teaches ali 
GRAIN-FED SLAUGHTER ~~h::\tyAI~,' ~:c~uindnl·ngerSCilanSSml·c(Jalst. 
LAMBS (choice) readv for your C II freezer approx. Sept IS. Delivery a 687-4960. 1796An20 
~~~~~a ~~ivS:i:o~.tx~~f (.~~ ~~~1~2~~~e~~~~~s~~~o~ 
2398. 2278Af15 ~Ii:~g~~~ 5~fl.w~nd BO~k?1.;125 
20-25 PE~CENT OFF All Danskin 
~~.rdsDl~~itg~\;~~ie~ri1: ~, 
T-S, 10-5. B2272Afl5 
GRATEFUL DEAD MISC. Dual 
1237 tW'l1table) Concord HPL101 
~~~~I~o ~:zno~~~~~~ sP~~r?s' 
18 FT. JET Boat. 455 Olds. ex-
cellent shape. Must sell. $2500. 529-
3581. B23l1Af19 
REHEARSAL STUDIOS FOR 
rent !liscount musical sales. 715 
S. Umver-slty}.Sound Core Studios 
PA Rentals &< ~Ies, 457-5641. ' 
~
FOR RENT 
Apartments 
NEW ONE BEDROOM apartment 
all elec~ric. water and trash pick: 
~r~~~1:i. on beautifuI2~~R~78 
FURNISHED 1-2 BEDROOMS 
!!,O. TWIN SIZE Beds. Can 457-
5509 or 529-2347. 2314Af16 , 
OFFICE TYPEWRITER ~:C~lfe~( -~;:dIti~~on'2-ele~~~~: 
$300,. 529-2313 days. 457-0260 
evenIngs. B2332Af20 
~~~~~. Gf>~D I~O~D~~. 
portable, $35.00. B67-~76 after 
5:00pm. 2.'I68Af16 
4 DRA W~R METAL fili~i~-;binet, 
$60., ~rlDger May tag washing 
_m:lclune~ $~. 1-~3-4345. B2382Af19 
~e~rg5~M~, ~~~J~l m~igB~: 
'CARTERVILLE EFFICIENCY 
I APARTM~NTS. Furnished, 
watE~r paul. SUO-month. Im-
gtr~~~:d~~~&~~&. R~liBa\~' 
3·BEDROOM FURNISHED. 407 
;~~~~'. Across from ne~Ji4~'iZo 
~!u~e~~ll.'W.t. o:~t;.tj~~~o~~ 
~t~~~~'s~~~C!ffs~"·<1!. close 
INSTANT CASH 2226Ba15 
For Anything Of ~~ sJ~?'Wao"..~nfs~Pv'13~;> 
Gold Or Silver ~~mpe~i.ai~!l794' $2221. month'227Lea6Bsea25' 
Coln .. J.w.try_ct .... ' ..... Itc. 'I 
J&J Coins .23 5.111457-6131 I l·BEDROOM APT. Close to 
~~=========~I ~~r.fa1~r~~~~~~·nf~~~t~t7~~t. Electronics 22828aI6 ~~~~ ¥~~,E~fEa~ta~Y~~le i ~~~~~l\iar Tc~~~u~o~~~e s~d~' 
(behind University Mau>. 457-7859. I refnger~tor furnlshedt A-C. very 1778Ag20 ~~r:tt~f~veCall a4~~~7~~~e or J¥J: 
A-l TELEVISION ;,m. B2306Ba22 
RENTAL SALES REPAIR I I BEDROOM APT.. W 
T.V. RENTAL $4/WEEK ~~t~.o~afiJifY~aa~~~r $k~ SALE ON ALL NEW ZENITHS 
USED COLOR T. V. '5 FOR SALE 2314 ext. 55. Available now. 2295Ba15 
$160.00 UP I TWO BEDROOM UN-
T.V. REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES ~:.N$~!onth:7n~~jesA~at~ 7155. ILLINOIS AVE. and electric. Available Oct 1st 
457-7009 549-7381. B2312Ba22 
SEE US FOR I 
Now taking Fall a •. d Spring contracts 
lor efficiencie •. I bedroom and 2 bed· 
Apple, IBM & Osborne room apt. 3 block. Irom Campus. No 
Microcomputers 
pet •. 
GI.n Willi ........ nt"l. 
book •• 'UPPII!~~lce, training. 5105.Unl .... lty .57-7941 5.~-2.54 
ASK US HOW YOU CAN 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR PARK TOWN APTS 
AS UTTLE AS $90.00 A MONTH CARBONDALE 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN. 
t:~!?=~UT~~'!J Perfect for motur. prof ... ional. 800+ .q. ft. in a 2 bedr .... m apart· ~='-=':'L£.. ., ~~~~~,':;A:a _. Air, carpeted, polio or balcony 
.. nag •. Lighted, off .• tr .. t parking. 
STEREO .eparote lockobl. .torog.. cable TV. Located behind Carbandal. 
SABIN AUDIO Clinic. $3SO/mo. Now showing . 
... " ..... ainv .... In '-'I I Woodruff Services All " .... 0 ... '" 457-3321 
A"'" AA-IIft/L ....... I ... todl. 
-
.--J._ ...... /_ ........ 
."off COUNTRY PARK MANOR 
HI ..... ' ........... hl.eto EFF-$135 I-Bed. $160 
'NAD IONY 9 & 12 month contracts. 
HAnn "INWOOD 30 day contracts also 
JYC MITSHUIIIH' available. 
A-.t TlCHNICS All with Private Bath. 
YAMAHA I'IONIIIt A/C. and Kitchen Foe. 
HAIlMANI .A_tla 
• ICAIDON IPtCA Newly Remodeled 
I NAiCAMlCHI "ADO Slightly higher. I ANDM&MY cmtn_ANDI NO Deposit with I OPIN SUNDAYS . Approve..: Credit. Call beforecaming ~1. Call 529-1741 
1a1l lou", 't. $..~mY PAtIlOUlD 
_ It_II"", tor Fall and Spri"",. 
atklenc'" ond I bedroom aph. No 
pets. laundry faclll"-. 
(2Wka~c.n.u-) 
11 .......... 
..... 2414 ...,7.7941 
Hou ... 
1:'~~!d~~"~ 
:'4 =r..~ C~:d~r::cr 
thrf't! bedroom house at 416 S. 
=~ington. 68Hm, 4S1~~~ 
3-BR VERY NICE house w·ac. 
~~ t~~':~C~~ 7~ ~~o ~!t:rJt 
$4OO-mo. Call after 4 pm'J~r~l:6i5 
REAL NICE. 12x65, flllly fur-
nished. air and carpet. 1~ miles 
from campus. No pets. 4S7-'/UI. 
B2165BcI5 .' 
FALL, CLOSE TO cam&::. ext ... 
~:ae~~~=-. u~= 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER. 
=.~. &-c, DO pets. Leue~ 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Completely fumished, ideal Cor 
:'lfe: C:l:u:.f c;r:.~~~!:ri:tr1~t{ 
=~t:.:::e ~~J'J~Dfna,:!:~ 
$175-month. Available Now! AlsO 
P':~~f ~:~I.J:IT.o:..t:-~~~n~~:~s5 
p.m. . B2245Bc30 I 
TWO AND THREE bedroom 
....... _1 .. 
.... A .. I ..... 
.... II 
e1 12 Bedroom Anchcnd 
e NicIeIy Furnished 1 CarpeMd 
EMf'1ID' Saving 1 Unde",lnned 
e N.wl Laundromat Facllltiel 
e Natural Gas 
e Nice Quiet 1 Clean Seftlng 
eNearCampus 
I e Sarry No Pets Acc."ted 
For mare Informatl_ or ta _ 
,...... .. a1.StMOpen .... 
................. 
..... -.. . W.rren ... . 
fJu.t off I. P.rk I •. ) 
A_s-"-& .. ",rt.'. MAKANDA TWO BEDROOM 
house, $200, 684-6274. B2199Bb28 
. mobile homes. FlD'Dished and air-
conditioned. Reasonable. Glisson I Court. 616 E. Park. 2304Bc22 tslllll;;;;!l _____ =S_~ 
THREE BEDROOM ONE person 
needs two more or would rent to 
th~n 1~cluS~P~:at S!~'S:ar;: ~rnished available immediately. 
~a~no~t~~~~~Bb~t 
5 ROOM BRICK house, Cull 
~a!e:~~~ °tr~wR'o!l~~f-st.~~rt. 
22SOBb16 
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
~r~r:mShed. Cl= to fl~~ 
1011 BLEYER DRIVE. 3 bedroom 
~~::liin~. ~~~li ~ri3.Cnq~ 
baCk yard, $425.00 mo., ~~BbI5 
VERY NEAR CAMPUS, 6-
bedroom furnished house with 2 
baths. Will rent by group or room, 
~~: pets or wa=:i, 
CARBONDALE AREA. 2·BDRM. 
and 3-bedrm. Furnished house 
~~ho~~~t~,~:=I~~ 
ill Ramada Inn on Old RI. 13 West. 
CaD 684-4145. B2305Bb17 
NICE THREE BEDROOM. Close 
~-c~~G.month. ~~ 
~=~n~'l:e~t! 
=~rbl: t!fro~.rc::rill:~ 
study. Total cost $160. ~Bb18 
THREE BEDROOM NOR-
THWEST. Good conditi~l nice 
yard, gas heat. Available.vet. 1St. 
$34S-mOOth. 5&1786, evel~Bbl9 
THREE & FOUR 
BEDROOM 
$390 
529-1539 
Now Renfllll 'or ,.11 
..... a..toc.mpu. 
.~: 212 IbpIIQI Dr .. 809 
W. Col ..... 303 S. Fu.t. «15 S. 
........... «I5W. Chwry 
3-Oedroom: .. W. a..ny. !SD7 S. 
.......... 
2.bedroam: _ o-ry Court 
If you cIodf Ilk. tt-. 
call. we ..... IftOI'e i 
Sft.1.2 S2t-M66 I 
Mobn.Hom •• 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD. Two I 
I bedroom·double insulated. No pets. 549-7400. 16B2Bc18 
TRAILERS CLOSE TO cam~. 
Still a few left $125 to $250. DOn't 
waste money, call us, ~BC2l 
RENT TO OWN part of )'our rent 
goes to purchase 2, .3 bearoom .12 
wide mobile home WIth carpel, mr'l 
dishwasher, S29-3S63. 1895Bc21 
Fl'RNISHED, NATURAL GAS, 
laundromat. and trees. PhOlle 457'1 8924 B2172BcI6 
SMALL QUIET PARK. 12x60, 
newly remodeled, two or three 
bedroom furnished or Wlfurnishect I 
carpeted, anchored, underpinned, 
ac, large pool. Sorry no pels. 529-
1 
3331 or 549-2938. B1769Bc20 
~Ona~~~r~M2 b=I~~d 
Unhersitl' 4al1. 6 blocks from I ~~~. No pets. $185 Ml~~ 
NICE TWO BEDROOM on W. 
~~~sC. ~T~~' ca~~71 
TWO MILES EAsr. Two bedroom 
10X50. $100. You pay utilities. Pets 
OK. 529-1368. B2307Bc19 
OLDER ONE BEDROOM. Close to 
~: 81130. $100. Water ~~ 
!:J!-t~~~~!i- ,~~I~::~~,ms'2~: 
529-3620 after 7pm. 2323Bc17 
NICE TWO AND three bedroom 
mobile homes. Lease required. No 
pets. 549-5596 after 5 p.m
B2297Bc33 
!:tEID!~~:r!~~ ~ 
:~~rte"daTnJ' c1~~lIYto f:C'l:::'~~1 
Malibu Village or Southern Mobile 
::I~ry. Phone 457-332~ 
12x80, FURNISHED, NEAR 
Carbondale. Water and Trash 
Provided; 529-2573 after 5'
23588c18 
CARBONDALE. 12x50. FRONT I: 
Rear bedrooms. Clean, take OVer' 
lease. $1110. 549-41106. B2360BcI9 I 
... _._ ... 
.. •• .... ALL 
MAL ... VILLAGI 
MGeIU HOMiPARK 
SOUTH & lAST 
HWY 51 S.10001. 
PA.KST. 
CALL 529-4301 
OIICOMI.Y 
1:30-5:OOM.' 
PRICES STARr AT .165 
U...,..AUo Sautt.m Hospitality 
at WaadruH Management. Call <157. , 
3321 far your dlOlce 01 3 bedroom. 
air candillarted maOile hamet at I 
Southern or Malibu Pcm. •. ~IO/ 
Ma.~~"'II""''''''' 
Rooms 
KING'S INN MOTEL, 825 East 
:~n~:soo.n~l~::n~ ~.~: 
double's ~er week. Daily maid 
~~~.eCall·~~:~. Uti~~~~~ 
NEAR CAMPUS FOR Men and 
Women. Utilities included. Shown 
by appointment Phone. 54~~ 
MURPHYSBORO. S75.00-month, 
one·fifth utilities. Can 687-2498 
after 5:00 p.m. 2262Bd15 
ROOM. MEN PREFERRED. 
Close to campus, with cooking 
ft~~· 1103 S. Illinois ~rdi5 
Roommat .. 
WANTED. FOR 2-BEDROOM 
Trailer. available immediat'ill' 
~g~r.m~k.a~=. Ma bu 
2145l1e17 
ROOMMATE WANTED. MALE or 
female. Nice house. Northside. 
Rick 457..f265. Z263Be15 
ROOMMATE WANTED: NICE 
house, Gian~ City Blacktop. 6 miles 
from campus; mature. ~JBibie 
~~~~essional. C8~~ 
M.A..E, FEMALE WANTED to 
~~f:.sft:~!~~~:~Us 2'h~~<lLtc;: 
~T3~utes""'m campus. ~~:,~ 
FEMALE: 2·BEDROOM APT. 318 
:ili~:'-&:~~~=. baH 
2225Be17 
FEMALE GRAD 'h 3-bdr. house. 
. ~~Th~-:n~~rts~~I/~: L.. _________ ....... ' I message. 2253Be15 
$130 
2 BEDROOM TRA1LER 
GOOD CONDITION 
529-1539 
ROYAL RENTALS 
Apartments 
Mobile Homes 
Furnished & Air Condo 
No Pets 
457-4422 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromnt 
e CABLEVISION 
e10r2baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145-$360 
Only 2 miles 
North 01 Campus. 
Singleltales 
Available 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
~~~~ to share, cheap~kfe~ 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
~ath~. ~ ~~n~r~Tuesnt ~~ 
~~~~'. ~~~ible ca~::fs 
MATURE WOMAN TO share 
::~l\.!ntry home. 8 minutes from 
caJ"lpus. SH;O-month, private 
bedroom, all utilities, washer· 
~ro~~·tio~;:~:&tj:~~~~l580 
2327Be15 
LEWIS PARK· ONE roommate 
r::~~~~f~~:/~:~~~ a~~~~: 
NEED ONE FEMALE roommate 
to share nice 3 bedroom house. CaU 
549-1759. 2349Be20 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM with 
great male roommate. Cll)se to 
ca.npus. Sl25-month. CaD ~~9 
Duple.e. 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. Nice 
:r~t~t~iik~~~ar~7= aTt:t~ 
p.m. 2261BU5 
HELP WANTED 
LADIES EARN THAT extra in-
come with House of Lloyd W9rld's 
largest toy &. gift para comrw:· ~~~t~::'t.tt,.t~ orO~t~425. 0 
1841C21 
!IIO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom. 
fur .:l:;;hed, AC, gas beat. DjJeew. f 
drapes, stonn wiriClowa •. J,t; 'm 
from eampus. Realctean:=~~· ~...:. __ .:.. ___ ~~_ 
RN - OB DEPARTMENT. St'l 
Joseph Memorial Hospital. 684-
3156,. ext. 2116. B217OC15 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Set your 
own bours, sell Avon. call now, 
.Joan Shannon. 549-4622. B2196C18 
FOR A WOMAN, free rent and 
:,~tiesba~~=~~or ch~T&5 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUN· 
SELOR. Psycltiatric unit has an 
:aT~=OS:j~or.a~ 
CertifICAtion or cert= el~ :-Io~ l~ri~!~mBoard. 
:c:.~~~=~~~~=~ years experience in either in-
patient or outpatient substance 
::~sre, ~~r:~cell~~r~;~t~ri~ 
rn~~fea~f=m:~~!«:}.~e:n~ 
~~r::rrl~~.,H::p~.alp:!:::e 
Centralia.IL6280l. E. o. E. 
B227OC15 
BARTENDERS, WAITRESSES,. 
~a.t-&"~~t:O~r::s=- ~~~f 
part-lime. No experience 
necessary. On job traming for 
bartenders ani! management 
positions. Mu..'!. be 18 years of age 
Wri~er. t&fr:r.i~n~1f:tSgI~~U'8 
South 1I1inois Avenue. B~C30 
COMMUNITY WORKER TO 
provide individual, family and 
group outreach counseling ser· 
~g::~ .h~lr:!'o~u~~o~ei;c~~ 
area agencies in a multi-
~~~~ir'!:raegre:~gr~~n se:-. 
vices in required and a master's is 
preferred. Extensive work ex-
~;'i::~~~~~ :=:::s ~~ 
JCCMHC, 604 E. CoUme, Car· 
~~~~u!fu 9-1=1. B~~ 
MARKET RESEARCH IN· 
TERVIEWERS. Marketing 
students or those interested in 
marketing research spend a 
~-::re'ltdjle~:!~t~~~~t 
Flexible day, evening hrs. WID 
train. l--'MII. 2290C 15 
SMOKERS WANTED. IF you 
~~~~v~~,:=t:he~?lt~ 
cigarette and are interested in 
participating in a market research 
~=lte!~ ca'itxl~~.f~lt~: 
PART-TIME PHONE SOLICITOR 
wanted ~30 hours ~ week. Must 
::~f::.dable. Call 529-B~~ 
FEMALE AEROBIC DANCE 
instructor to teach 9am class. M· 
W-F. Plus desk hours 011 weekends I 
;JJ.gyptian Sports Cent23:J6ti I 
BABYSITI'ER IN MY home.ex- i ~:~~. references ~
2 STAFF POSITIONS, Carbondale. 
part·time. Residential I 
Rehabilitation facility for brain-
rnj~t!~ullf~I.r~~::~~J~~ : 
perience with handicapped 
~plllatioD repuired. NO.1: Ac· 
~~~ds.S~:~2; O:~~~fH~d 
~~:s:' k~t ~~:!!m~ 
15. 2354CJ.9 
PARALEGALPROGRAM·PART 
TIME INSTUCTOR, If. time 
visiting position, starting January 
I, 1984. ~licant musl possess 
~I~'!~~r ~rt~~ 1r1fn:i;n~a~ 
Preference will be given to ap-
micants with teaching experience. 
is xs:~~~:rui:li~~ ~I:!a* 
one course tirfed ' • Trial and 
Appellate Procedure." Deadline 
for application: October I. 1983. 
Send application to Professor 
~:r:l~~ ~1iisl,p~~a~ 
College of Liberal Arts, Dean's 
~~~~e Sltii':k C~~s1t~ ~~ 
Equal bpPQrtunily·Affirmative 
Action EmPloyer. 82319C15 
Auaclate Dean (.75) tor !he admlnl--
.trotlan of !tie G.raduate Schaal 
_nil pragrom. effective no lofer 
....... ~oIoprIng_ter, 
I ....  Include: -'-
and ..,...... graduale OUlotantshlp 
appointments; coordinate _tarnal 
graduate .tudent support pragt'CIInI; 
chair Curriculum Rao.rMw Committae. 
__ and ..."....,.. CXJuna oIIerings: 
revi ... and edit Graduate Catalog 
and departmental brochures: ... tv. 
as Graduate Council I41Cretary. 
Searth Iimlt8d to Auociate Prafeuor I 
Prof""sor ranks at SlUC. Apply by 
10/3/ID to Sandy a.llestro. GnodwIe 
Schaal. 
COACH: WHEELCHAIR 
BASKETBALL T~m, part-time 
poSition. CaD Rick Green, 536-5531. 
B237OCl8 
TYPIST-SECRETARY NEEDED 
5-10 iIours Weekly. Hours and days 
flexible. Must bave tran~tion. 
~:.~ ~Iof.=;~et~~~ 
549-1628. 2389Cl7 
SERVICES OFFERfD 
DAVIS CONSTRUCTION-
ANYTHING from a hole in your 
roof to a whole .. ew house. InsUred, 
references, free estimates. 457· 
84~. ~E3B 
TYPING· THE OFFICE. 409 
West Main Street. 549-3512. 1588E16 
~:r~?ri~, p ~;~~n~p:cd;u;~~ 
ra~~~:t~. errors, rea~~~~ll~ 
CLOTHING ALTERATIONS, 
EXPERT seamstress. Best 
~rices. 1182 East Walnut (benind 
M~~~~~~~da~~~v.~~af1n~~' 
NEED VISA? MAsrERCARD? 
Everyone eligible. Fees and 
d:r!?FsS ~ct~o~r~::\w:~· fu~~~ 
physboro, II 62966. (618)549-8217, 
evenings. 177SE2() 
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL. AUTO 
painted and vinyl tol' $350. Paint 
:~£~~~~:sr;~\t!.~~. ~~ 
spm. 1797E20 
DR. SOOT MAGIC Chimney 
~w"::&i~of~~~n:~~f:!s 
cleaned. Certified II: Member of 
~. C. S. G. Carterville 985-4465. 
1741E2Q 
I. AIM DESIGN Studio· garments 
designed, clothi~ constructed and 
~!=~~~~ and 1~~1 
~!e~~~~~r:60sDW. 
Marion. Now open &. accefting 
~~~ons ages 6 wks t~B73~i 
UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE. 
Expert tailorir.g and alterations. 
~:l:etr::, j~r~~~~~~~ ~ant '~f:':S~~~~~~}\I~:r~~~: S~828 G. E. Main, Car· 
bondale, 549-11)34. 1971E22 
STOR·N·LOK MINI 
~~~~~'se~ st!.g;~m~ 
many sizes available, low monthly 
rates, For more info call, 529-1133. 
BI953E23 
TE..tM PAPERS. THESES. 
Dissertations, resumes, report 
projects. etc .• (IBM electronic 
eqtnpmentl. Gan 549-6226. 1978E22 
THE HANDYMAN- PAINTING, 
glazing, plumbing, electrical, 
ca~:~i~~ All j:!ir.'f.ge !a:!::ft: ~ality work. Reasonable rates. 
457·7026. 2109E26 
B&.B LANDSCAPING, AREA . 
Home " business. Outdoor 
;:~i::n~;im. hauling. 21ll~ 
KARIN·S. NOW OPENS at new 
location between Little Grassv and 
Devil's Kitchen Lilt>;!s. 
Alterations, customized CYCling 
shorts, customized E~IiSh hlDll 
~~:;'~~f;,~~~~ickUP 
2258E30 
TYPING . REGULAR AND rush 
¥e~~a;::~et:=-df!:e~~~: 
book manuscripts, legal editinl!. 
Adjacent to campus. Wilson s 
Typing Service, 529-2722. 2351E33 
ADUU :':::'A!~~lo 
aINTALS-VlDEOSHOW5-(.!9 
SEKA·HOLMIS·TC» XXXSTAaS 
..... -_ ...... Of..."lO' .... 
U3 S Il.AV CAillilONDALE 
"0014,.5·30 NON - SA T 
_2-j.30 
CHARTER BUS AVAILABLE 
46 PASSENGER 
FOR GROUP~ & ORGANIZATIONS 
ZIMMER atAInEII • fOUlS 
CAll 98S-693S 
SERVICES OFFERfD 
t
NIWMAN 
LOYOLA 
Credit Course, 
Eltliu 
Liturgy 
Theology 
Scrlfoture 
SpltltvofHy 
Coune Descriptions 
otall 
.eligiOUI Centers 
BOIIftATION 
Now til Sept. 16 
at the 
NEWMAN CINTIR 
52'9-3311 
715 S. Washington 
A-1 .... HOMIIIIIVICI 
Tune up your 
gas or electric furnace for 
winter. All model furnaces In 
Carbondale orea $25.00. 
Also 
Cool Sealing Special on all 
fa single wide, $100 i.,.talled 
Call: A·I Molal" ...... 
...... c.,. ...... 1 
_11...rH1IIOHT 
Free~ ... ttng 
• confld.ntlal •• lafance 
M9-27M 
Monday and Friday 12N00n--4pm 
Tuesday 12Noon-3pm 
and 'lam-12Noan 
WANTED 
WANTED BROKEN AIR-
CONDITIONERS or running. We 
pickup. Call 529-5290 for cash 
today. 1897F31 
~Dg,~d~~~ ~ot=~~ 
Call collect, 31r.7~.7161, In-
dianapolis. 2206F18 
AUCTION ISALEI 
SHAWNII IOLAR PIIOJICY 
IMS.POIIIST 
lAT. APT. 10 
TAIID IAU 9·5 
AUCTION 
./DICK HUNllllIINII 
nac:ns to.ALL GAMU 
6-ILAGI 
_A .. IYINTS 
DI ..... A"LOCAL 
IIII'rAftANft 
CA1IBDCHAMPAONI 
IIIIAJ(.AIft 
Gin ClllTlPICAtu 
'-1M"" PUNTS 
&MOtIII 
AUCTIONS 8. SALE; 
I 
STEP RIGHT INTO apartment 
:~·~:s a~nLiS;::~ W.la':t:fda:i: 
September 10 beginning at 9:00am. 
Blankets, clothes, kitchen items. 
2333K15 
RUMMAGE SALE. FURNITURE, 
dishes. a~liances, clothes Sat. ~~im~~' am-<lpm, 107 J~~i~ 
BIG BASEMENT SALE, Car-
~~~r~~bJu~~~s;. ~:ni~:r 
items. Greater GilI4!Spie ¥emple, 
8]0 N. WaD. Sat., Sept. ]0, 9am-
Ipm. 235<1K]S 
3-FAMILY YARD SALE. Sat. 8 
~i;tiesl,O:i:s. Oakland. O~Ki5 
BEA UTIFUL CLOTHES, 
I ~~~~aut.u;::'~lf ~~~n!l 
I sat-Sun. 9-3. 2366K15 
INDOOR SALE IN City Park 
"avillion j DeSoto. Household ~=laE~.s. clothes, ~f<~~ 
RIDERS WANTEO 
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS f1~~OC~~~i?O ~~ri~e'~ :;'~,TEf' fe~~1~=al~1tar:; n. $18 .. 10; Carbondale to Cbicago 
recording, concerts etc Call Rob fi11.70 ,. Carbondale to 
al529-3905 8 am: 5 p·m Toes loomlDgto~ IL $;Z5.~ Car· 
thru Sat.' .. . ·rmF15 I ~~l:. to I napolis, 2=i 
A PLACE T9 rent in an aj)artment I RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit" 
or house WIth another.female. I I ,to Chicago and Suburi>s Runs 
am easy to get along WIth. Please I every weekend. Just Slf.. boors to 
phone soon or leave message at I· Chicagoland. Departs Fri~S 2 
529-2324. 2380F16 p.m .• Returns Sundays. 9.75 
ENTERT AINMENT 
Roundtrip. Ticket sales ou et at 
715 S. University Ave. on • , The 
Island". open Mon. thru Thurs, 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS! I 10:30 am -12'30 pm and 3 pm - 6 
Lesso I Ov iJlh ·d I P I pm: Friday 10:30 am - ]:30 pm~ 
for chWdren's~lrti!s!nH:ibea':~ 529-1P.62. - 2321Plls 
457-<1370. 2022133 I 
I 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC ! 
hayride and bonfire Cun for all 
M\~e:'oofbeats, 457-4370, ~~ I 
CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza, 
~~~~~.P3t'~'lf~~ '::~:&'a:J 
en~ an ice cream or shake. At the S. lICe to Giant City Par~[~ 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
BECOMING CATHOLIC: A Faith 
Journey. Process begin, Sep-
tember IS, 7 :30 p.m. Nl!wman 
Center, ~3311. B1803J20 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Ask me 
how! Excellent nutrition program 
to: maintain, lose, gain: 100 
~= o~~~ guara~~7 
Auction SALEI 
Sat •• Sept. 11th. Ita 
12:11 Noon 
Locc. ... : 1D ..... 1 •• Hunt 
Jima-nOlcnloo Abe-gIouIlaotT_a AnIIIpa...r.o....1otk _ 
__ s.".. I'l72FordPldwp 
OIdDols .--~_ 
CamNoI OldT""T_Sot 
Lob 01 Tools A .... 
- ---
V_ TooIa.-
F--..afAlulltn-tt """-
Old_ __ 
__ HoIw_t-. 
T..... EIodIICGonIor 
Iton:1Ho1o 2_ 
E __ __ 
"'-Ilk:.- GoIdonPloor lMng-- ~
_v...,  ... 0....,-- -.-2~ _T_PoI 
c--_ ~CIodI 
-~ ... ~ ~LOII_, .. 
.(j.~ ~\ SMLEnIMY) 
" ~. 
.' 
THE SROTHERS Of 
l:Tr 
Slama Tau Gamma 
CORDIALLY IN\JITE YOU 
TO OUR INfORMAL 
RUSH ON FRIDAY 
SEPT. 9 
FROM8:00'? 
AT 506 S. POPLAR 
CALL 
529-5025 
FORRIO£S 
ITS TIME 
YOU KNEW 
t. 
Pllge 22, DailJ I!iJptiM. September I, 1_ 
"'I 
ALPHA PHI ONEGA 
$!US COED $E1M~ 
FRATERNITY ~ 
YOU TO THEIR 
INFORMAL W$N, 
MONDAY, 
$EI'(. It 
ArT"" 
IN QUICLEY 
LOUNCE 
fOIl A PI"CH Of" DIAL 
ct.ck .... 
D.I. CLAIII'IiDi 
fR1 <AU. 
~_11 
Look Closelyl 
19 
$39.10 Iy •• _ ••••• 
.Beluel. 
Your prescription In clear glass 
lenses with frame and case. 
'Ihl. Soft L..... =-= TrW $125 Include. Everything 
• Standard Thin B & L Soft Contact Lenses 
.cye t:.xam • Case • Thermal Sterilizer 
• Solutions. Replacement Warranty Program 
.... Day Optle .... .."le. 
• We fill prescriptions fWm any optometrist 
or opthalmologist 
• Eyes examined by Dr. Fred W. Wood, O.D. 
• Offer expires September 30, 1983. 
.VISION CENTER 
114 N.III. 457.2814 Carbondale 
Benefit softball tournament 
planned for Dream Factory 
By JE'nnifer Phillips 
Staff Writer 
If the tenth rerun of Bugs 
Bunny cartoons is all vou have 
to look forward to this Saturday 
morning, take heart and hustJe 
out to Evergreen Park, were 
10CllI pulice, journalists, 
government officials and 
citizens will trade theIr 
uniforms and suits for softball 
attire and battle it out. 
The purpotre'? To raise money 
for the Dream Fact<;ry, an 
organization which fulfills the 
dreams ·f terminall)-ill 
children. 
At lerAst 13 co-ed teams will 
vie for three trophies in double 
elimination slo-pitch softball 
starting Saturday morning and 
ending Sunday night, said 
Carbondale policeman Mike 
Van Milligen. The event is 
sponsored by the Carbondale 
Police Association, Southern 
Illinoisan and Carbondale Park 
District. 
Signed up so far are teams 
from the following 
organizations: 
Jackson County Ambulance 
Service, SIU-C Security. 
Jackson County State's At-
torney's office, Southern 
Barbeque restaurant, Jackson 
County Deputy Sheriff's 
Association, Carbondale Police 
Association, Southern 
Illinoisan, Illinois State Police 
District 13 headquarters, 
Carbondale Kiwanis, Southern 
lIIinois Amvets, Carbondale 
Towers and Pagliai's Pizza & 
Pasta. 
, OltiiTown 
I 514S.111 C'." 
.,7-"13 
cmr.w 
_BECKs 
The tournament begins at 8 
a.m. and all teams will have 
played their first game by noon. 
Van Milligen said everything 
for the two concession stands at 
the tournament has been 
donated. 
The stands are being donated 
by the park dislrict. 1,600 hot 
dogs by Kroger, buns by Bunny 
Bread, chips by Frito Lay, soda 
by Pepsi Bottling Co. in Marlon, 
trophies by Bleyer's Sport:. 
Mart and workers bl 
Mobilization of Volunteer E-
fort... Van Milligen thinks at 
least $2,000 can be raised. Along 
with money raised in the con-
cessil)n stands, the sponsorers 
are organizing pledges. 
People can pick a team and 
pledge a certain amount of 
money per run, 
The Dream Factorv Inc. was 
founded by Charles Henault of 
Paducah. Ky. The local chapter 
was formed in July, 1982 by 
DebLie and Scolt Rennels of 
Murphysboro. 
Mrs. Rennels said Wednesday 
that the local chapter has been 
"on hold" for a few months and 
will be for at least six more. 
During the past year, however, 
they have helped many 
children, including sending two 
boys to Disney World and ad-
ding another room in a house for 
a little girl. 
Each dream costs an aver;1ge 
of $1,000 to $1,200, she said. 
6pk cons 
12 pk blls, 
12 pk cans 
6pk btls. 
Houn: 
M-Th 11.12 
'-Sot 1'.1 
Sun 1-11 
m Light & Oork 
4IiiE O'Darby Irish Cream 750 ml ~ ~ SmlrnoH Vodka 10· 750 ml 
~ r& Gonion'. 
,... Ij Gin liter E,.-.. 
- Lanc.,.. 750ml 
'. (Rose. White. Reel) 
iii 
750ml 
3lit.r 
The most con"enient store in 
town offers ~ wide selection 
I:._t;.r~!ii~ of ch .. "e, meats and fresh 
baked breod. 
Library storage funds to be released 
By Phillip Fiorini 
Staff Writer 
SIU-C may 'lave a state ap-
propriation of $1.6 million for 
the purchase of a library 
storage facility by 
Thanksgiving, according to a 
University administrator 
Thursday. 
The sl<!te Capital Develop-
ment Board approved a 
proposal Wednesday that would 
provide funds for the purchase 
of a facility at ~iU-('. The next 
step is the ~,,"eau 0; Budget 
office, wh:::i1 will decide if the 
state has enough money to 
cover the appropriation and 
make a recommendation to 
Gov. James Thompson to 
release the funds. 
"This means the governor is 
free to release the funds, 
whenever that may be," Vice 
ChanceUor James Brown said 
at the Board of Trustees 
meeting ill Edwardsville. "We 
anticipate no difricu!ty." 
Brown said the University 
was confident that the funds 
might be released by 
Thanksgiving and no later than 
the first of the year because of a 
campaign promise made by 
Thompson last year. 
"He Ithe governor) said 
during his campaign that he 
would do it (appropriate the 
funds)," Brown said. "Now, 
we're telling him what we want 
him" to release the funds. 
What':; !lext for the COB. 
Brown said. ie tu begin' 'serious 
negotiations" with the three 
sites on the administration's 
list. 
Broy'n said Thursday that 
~8~ ~:Ir:~~~~~~Js hi~ :~~ 
stated that they were ready to 
begin serious negotiations. 
"They've been contacting the 
owners of the buildings." he 
said. 
The trustees asked the COB In 
July to negotiatE' a purchasing 
price with the owner of the 
Bracy Building in Marioll. a site 
in which the COB has already 
worked and cooperated. ac-
cording to a COB spollesman 
Wednesday. 
The Bracy Buildin~ is the 
administration's first first 
choice f()~ a storage facility to 
relieve ;'~, overcrowded Morris 
Library. The admini"tration's 
second choice for a facility is 
the Wal-Mart building in 
Carbondale and the third chOIce 
is the Baptist Student Center 
near campus. 
Tom Busch, assistant to 
President Albert Somit, was 
misquoted in Thursday's Daily 
Egyptian of saying that the 
Baptist Sludent Center was the 
second choice and Wal-Mart the 
third choice. 
In July, the trustees passed a 
resolution athorizing the COB to 
stipulate a price that does not 
£l(ceed the ceiling price of $1.6 
million. 
....••.•.•......•............................... 
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-EvelY Weekend • • • Eat, Eat, Eatl 
Netters open 
atlndiana 
tournament 
Ry Daryl Van Schouwen 
Starr Writer 
The defending Gateway 
Conferen:e champion women's 
tennis team hit the road 
Thursday for its opening match 
of the fall season, heading to the 
Indiana State Quad to take on 
the Svcamores, Illinois State 
and y,'estern Illinois. 
The Saluki. net squad has its 
sights set on a third :!raight 20-
win season and a second coo· 
secutive Gateway Collegiate 
Athletic Conference title. Its 
lineup will includt' mostly 
sophomores and juniors from 
last year's team that went 25-9. 
Coach Judy Auld said Wed· 
nesday the iineup is not set. 
She was certain, however, that 
Alessandra Molinari, Heidi 
Eastman, and Mary Pat 
Kramer would bt> her top three 
singles players, bllt not 
necessarily in that order. 
"With the holida\' weekend 
and because of a' coupie of 
minor injurie<;, we really 
haven't been able to get 
anything going yet," said Auld. 
"At this point the important 
thing about the matches this 
weekend is the experience. 
Right now we're just looking for 
progress from week to week." 
Of the three foes th€ team will 
face at the quadrangular, Auld 
expects Illinois State to give her 
rr.~~i~ts s~~ze~~o~c£f!r~~o 
junior college transfers to its 
lineup. 
The netters have been playing 
challenge matches (or a week. 
Auld, not the biggest supporter 
of the challenge match, still 
uses them prior to regular 
season competition for the 
purpose of establishing a lineup. 
- Many teams use challenge 
matches throughout the course 
of the season, jockeying we 
lineup from week to week. 
Auld's team will not, most 
likely. 
"Once I esblblish the lineup, 
that's it," Auld said. "Challenge 
matches can detract a team 
from its opponent. Competition 
within a tennis team is not 
needed." 
Molinari, F.astman and 
Kramer h;n'e earned the top 
three spots in the singles lineup. 
Molinari, from Stockholm, 
Sweden, played No. 2 singles 
last year. She took the GCAC 
singles title at that position. 
After playing summer tennis on 
clay in Italy, she has had to 
adjust to the surface change 
here, but Auld said she is 
cOrT'ing along quite well. 
"Last week she played better 
tennis. She picked up during tile 
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Stall Pboto by Stephea Kmnedy 
Mary Pa& kramer bas aaned dowa a spot iD &he top 01 &he liDeup. 
second set of her ch, . Uenge 
matches," Auld said of 
Molinari. 
Eastman, who Auld describes 
as the best aThlete on the team, 
has been "playing really well," 
according to Auld, despite 
fighting a virus. Auld said she 
likes the way Eastman's con-
centration has improved and 
the way she has been winning 
the crucial points in challenge 
matches. 
Eastman captured tht: GCAC 
individual title at No. 4 singles 
last year. An aggressive player, 
she plays the best serve and 
voDey game of any Saluki 
netter. 
Kramer, a sophomore who 
posted a 32-13 won-loss mark at 
No. 3 singles last year, also 
figures to be a big gun in 1983-84. 
"Mary Pat is improving 
daily," said Auld. "If you would 
ask her to analyze her own 
performance in practice up to 
this point, she'd be very critical 
of herself. That's the way she is. 
But overall I'm pleased with her 
game. She's getting her rhythm 
down now." 
Auld said Wednesday she still 
had not decided who would play 
the bottom three singles mat· 
ches at the Indiana State Quad. 
As for doubles pairings, Auld 
!laid she woul~ mostly likely 
team up Molinari and Eastman, 
Amanda Allen and Stacy 
Sherman, and perhaps Kramer 
with Maureen Harney. 
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Hockey teoln facing 
three-gallle series 
By Steve Koulos 
Student Writer 
The SJU-C wom£>n's field 
hockey team will face Purdue 
Friday in West Lafayette. Ind., 
the beginning of a three-game 
road trip. 
The Salukis will conclude the 
trip ~;th games against Ball 
State and national powerhouse 
Iowa Saturday and Sunday. 
"There will be three tough 
opponents," said SIU-C field 
hockey Coach Julee IIlner, 
whose team blanked 51. Louis 3-
o in the season-opener Monday. 
"Iowa should be the toughest of 
the three teams we play." 
Iowa, which claimed the Big 
Ten Conference title the past 
three seasons, compiled a 
sparkling 21-2 overall record 
last year and advanced into the 
NCAA regional finals before 
being eliminated by Con-
necticut, 3-2, in doublt> over-
time. 
IIlner is hoping two of her 
starting players - left inner 
Patty Lauer and right wing 
Jennifer BarUey - will bt' able 
play. Lauer is .,ursing a 
sprained right ankle and 
Bartley is hampered by an 
infection. 
If Lauer and B~rtley are 
unable to play, they will be 
replaced in the starting lineup 
by Sue Solimine at left inner and 
Cindy Delfino at right wing. 
Illner said she is going to 
alternate goaltenders Sandy 
Wasfey, who posted the shutout 
victory over 51. Louis, anc. Lisa 
Cuocci. "I might go half inand 
half with them," she said. 
"Both will see actioll this 
weekend." 
While the Salukis have the 
l!dvantage of having one game 
under their belts, Purdue and 
Ball Slste haven't played any 
regular-season games yet. 
Purdue third-year Coach 
I Nancy Cross will face a 
rebuilding year with six star-
I 
ters returning from Isst year's 
team which finished 9-10 
overall. 
The Boilermakers competed 
in the rugged six-team Penn 
State Invitational last week and 
postea .. 1-'\-1 tournament 
record, the lone victory coming 
over William and Mary, HI. 
Purdue, which graduated all 
three starters from its front line 
wt year. registered only one 
goal in the five exhibition 
matches. The matches con-
sisted of only 2O-minute halves, 
whereas a regular-season game 
consists of 35 minutes. 
Among the top players on 
Purdue will bt' senior mid-
fielders Beth 51'f'han and Linda 
Renner and junior goaltender 
Penny Sennell, a three-year 
starter. 
Ball State fourth-year Coach 
Karen Fitzpatrick has six 
starters back from last year's 
team which notched a 19-5 
record overall and finished 
second in the Mid-America 
Conference tournament. 
The Cardinals' offense will be 
led by forwards Beth Sova 115 
goals and 11 assists last yearl 
and K"n;t Burkholder (eight 
goals lasl year). Starting at 
goalie will be four-year s~rter 
Georgette Johnson. 
Iowa, which will take on 
I!1diana State Friday and South-
we:~t Missouri and St. Louis 
Saturday. posted a 6-0 record 
agaillst opposing teams last 
week in scrimmage games at 
Western Illinois University. 
The Hawkeyes, who defeated . 
the Salukis 4-1 last year, are 
sparked by midfielders Mary 
Kolboldt, Rosanna Salcido and 
forward Debbie Brickey. 
"We're one of those teams 
that will rely on team unity," 
said assistant Coach Micht!le 
Madison, filling in for head' 
Coach Judith Davidson, who is 
absent becalL'ie of a death in her 
family. 
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Women runners braced 
for challenging opener 
ltv David Wilhelm 
sian Writer 
When the women's cross 
c{luntry sp.ason opens Saturday 
at 10;45 a.m., Coach Don 
DeNoon and his harriers will be 
going up ag?;nst one of the 
better teams around. But 
DeNoon is ready for the 
challenge. 
"The team is ready to roll," 
DeNoon said. "We had a good 
workout yesterday (Wed-
nesday) and I heard a lot of 
good comments. There was 
good inter-team drive." 
Illinois State finished first in 
the Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Conference last selison, and 
DeNoon expects the Redbirds to 
be an especially tough foe 
Saturday. "minois State looks 
like one of the top 15 teams in 
the country," he said. The 
Salukis dropped a 15-SO decision 
to the Redbirds last season. 
The Salukis should be con-
ditioned well for the opener. 
Practice began Aug. 15 and the 
women have been running 70 
miles a week. "Just getting out 
and l"Unning a cross country 
meet will be good for the te~m," 
DeNoon said. "The training is 
getting old. 
"We'll havc· a good group of 
kids." Dei'!oon continued. "I'd 
~~ ~J~~ ~'8~e ~~~s~~: 
times in the ISs and 19s (for 
5.000 meters). Anything under 
20 minutes will be good." 
Home meets will be on 
campl;s this season at the area 
around the baseball and rugby 
fields. For the first time, the 
harriers will be running on a 
flat, soft layout rather than the 
hilly course at Midland Hills. 
"Overall. the course is in 
pretty good shape," DeNoon 
said. "But there are some rough 
spots that still need pamperinfl. 
It's 8 definite improvement In 
terrain." 
Training on a soft layout has 
helped prevent injuries thus far. 
DeNoon expects to have "10 
kids running well" Saturday. 
Also for the first time, the 
harriers will be in touch with 
their home fans. "I'd like to see 
10,000 people there," DeNoon 
said. 
DeNoon still considers senior 
Sally Zack to be the team '5 
leading runner so far. but he 
said "some of the kids have 
been just as strong in intervals. 
They've shown good leg speed. " 
Dt-Noon said earlier that he 
feels his harriers will be much 
•••..••.••• ";;h in 'N~;'; 
Par. Rd. (acroa 
McDonald'.). Tum J.ft at 
.top ...... tMn J.ft cqalft to 
Aaociated Battery Sqpply. 
ASSOCIATED 
~
-·Ca11687 .. 3344 
~r 800 .. 642 .. 3451 
improved in dual meets and he 
does not expect to be shutout by 
an opponent. The biggest threat 
of being shutout could be 
against lIIinois State. 
The Redbirds, headed by 
Coach Joyce Morton, have three 
top runners, one who did not run 
cross country last season. Their 
roster consists of only seven 
runners, but they are full of 
quality. 
"We hope to maintain our 
state and conference wins and 
also move u~ higher than fifth in 
the district, ' Morton said. Last 
year only Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Iowa and Purdue finished 
higher than the Redbirds, all of .. 
which are Big 10 Conference 
schools. 
"The key to our season is to 
stay healthy," Morton said. 
"The season can all go to pot if 
the kids aren't healthy." 
Morton feels her squad is 
stronger than the Salukis, but 
added, "You never know what 
might happen. The Salukis have 
pretty much the same squad as 
last year and Don DeNoon will 
build a stronger program." 
'Morton said she forsees no 
problem with running on the 
~asshere. 
The coarse for the men's and 
women's cross country teams is 
a 2.S-mile loop. Women will run 
one full loop. then the small (w) 
loop for a total 5,000 meters. The 
men's team will run two fuU 
loops for 5 miles. The women's 
race starts at 10:45 aDd the 
men's race at 10 Saturday 
morning. The starting point for 
the races will be between Abe 
Martin Field and the rugby 
pitch. 
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Emotions to run high 
1 at game, coaches say 
Staff Photo by ScoU Shaw 
Darren DmOD may be filling iD a& quarterback for Rick JohDSOD. 
Spikers drop Aces 
with aggressive play 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
In a match that had the 
potential to be a rout, the Saluki 
volleyball team claimed a 3-1 
decision over Evansville at 
Davies gym Thursday night. 
Coach Debbie Hunter's team 
jumped to a two-game lead 
before the Saluki coach 
rearranged her lineup and 
substituted freely. dropping the 
third game to the Aces in the 
process. 
SIU-C started the evening by 
putting five points on the board 
before Evansville could respond 
with one. In an uneventful first 
game. Hunter's club neatly 
disposed of the Aces 15-2. 
Sophomore Darlene Hogue 
took control at the service line, 
dropping five aces in Evan-
sville's court. The Salukis 
recorded no service errors for 
the first game and only two 
ballhandling errors. 
Outside hitter Linda Sanders 
saw her first action of the 
season in the second game. The 
Salukis dropped the Aces 15-7 
behind three service aces by 
senior hitter Mary Maxwell and 
three kills. 
Junior Chris Boyd notched 5 
kills, and the team recorded 
only two reception errors. 
Hunter's team never came 
back from a 7'{) deficit in the 
third game, in which the coach 
sent in almost an entirely new 
cast. The Salukis dropped the 
gam!." 15-7, recording more 
errors than kills. The team 
managed only one block while 
being slapped with Ihree 
ballhandling errors, two 
blocking errors, one passing 
error .md a negative hitting 
percentage. 
SIU-C didn't waste milch lime 
ending the match in the fourth 
game jumping 10 a 12'{) lead 
befo~ the Aces could claim a 
point, HOI'tue handed F.vansville 
two more service aces, and 
Maxwell was directly involved 
in six of SIU-C's first II points. 
The Aces claimed only four 
points before a Donna Tindall 
kill gave the Salukis the game 
and match. 
Hunter said her team's 
passing was vastly improved 
over Sunday's loss to Wisconsin. 
"We just looked much better, 
although our opponent's serving 
might not have been as 
aggressive as Wisconsin's," she 
said. "Our main emphasis has 
been to give full attention to the 
ball and to controlling our side 
of the court. 
"Evansville was much better 
than I expected, and I thought 
we met their challenge in a 
composed sort of way. I was 
pleased everyone got to play, 
since it was the first time we've 
gotten all 11 players into a 
competitive situation." 
Hunter said she was par-
ticularly impressed with the 
play of Hogue and Boyd. 
'" was pleased with Darlene 
(Hogue) from an attacking part 
of the game," the coach said. 
"She still needs some work 
defensively, but she also had a 
nice serving streak. 
"('hris (Royd) had an ex-
cellent match. She's con-
ditioned and trained well and 
the results are l'howing." 
The Salukis' serving. \\ hich 
wasn't ('xceplional against 
Wisconsin, was also improved, 
according 10 Hunter. 
"Se-rving was a large key 10 
our success," l'he said. "W c 
were serving aggressively. and 
offensively. Our hlocking is also 
gelling heUer, although it needs 
to be nlOre derinite and con-
sistent." 
The weekend doesn't get any 
easier. The Salukis leave 
t'riday for the IlIini ('lassie. a 
four-team tourney that \\ ill pit 
Hunter's squad against a few of 
the top teams in the Midwest. 
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By Jim Lexa 
Staff Writer 
If you have been waiting to 
see fireworks since the Fourth 
of July, then McAndrew 
Stadium is the place to be 
Saturday when the Salukls take 
on the Eastern llJinois Pan-
thers. 
First-year Panther Coach Al 
Molde said he is looking for a 
very emotional game. 
"Southern will be realJy fired 
up for us," said Mold." who is 
now at his fourth college as 
head coach, with a 75-42-6 
record. "They're pointing to us 
as one of the top teams on their 
schedule." 
The Salukis have been 
anxiously awaiting this game 
since Eastern beat them last 
year, 20-7. Eastern's only loss 
last season during their 11-1-1 
year occurred against Ten-
nessee State, 20-19, in the NCAA 
I·AA quarterfinal playoff game. 
This year, Eastern is ranked 
fourth nationally, while the 
Salukis are tied for loth, in the 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Division I-AA poll. 
"It's going to be emotional 
from the standpoint that our 
cities are so close together," 
Saluki Coach Rey Dempsey 
said. "If you can't hear hitting 
in the stands, I'll be surprised. " 
"It's a big game for ·Lv:':-
teams," Molde said. "It's early 
. in the season and there are 
going to be two emotional 
football teams on the field 
Saturday." 
Dempsey said, "it's going to 
be a tremendous rivalry. There 
was a time when Eastern and 
Southern were down. The last 
seven to eight years, both teams 
have risen." 
Eastern won the NCAA 
Division II national cham-
pionship in 1978, after going 1-10 
the year before. In 1980, the 
Panthers finished second in the 
NCAA Division II playoffs. 
The Salukis have recorded a 
42-36 mark under Dempsey, 
now in his eighth year at SIU-C. 
The four years before Dempsey 
came toSIU-C, the team went 7-
33-3, 
Dempsey said that injured 
Saluki quarterback Rick 
Johnson is not certain as a 
starter Saturday. 
"I have no indication just 
from me looking at him what it 
(Johnson's condition) is," 
Dempsey said, "but I just feel 
he'll be there." 
Johnson did not practice 
. Thursday, and if he cannot play 
Saturday, Dempsey said 
Darren Dixon will start. 
"Darren is ready to play," 
Dempsey said of the junior whe 
has thrown just 30 passes in the 
last two seasons. "I think he'll 
respond when he does go in 
there." 
Another injured Saluki, 
starting fullback Corky Field, 
will not play Saturday because 
of an injured shoulder, Demp-
sey said, and freshman Bruce 
Phibbs will start instead. 
"He (Field) won't play 
because we've got to get him 
well," Dempsey said. "Without 
Corky there, we've had two or 
three gUls working for that 
position.' 
Phibbs, who last week against 
Western gained 33 yards on five 
carries, won the position. 
Phibbs is a hard, inside runner 
and a good blocker, Dempsey 
said. 
Another ill Saluki is cor-
nerback Terry Taylor. who is 
fighting a bout with bronchitis. 
Taylor, who broke a Saluki 
mark when he recorded his 13th 
career interception against 
Western, had to leave halfway 
through practice Wednesday, 
Dempsey said, but he will play 
Saturday. 
Aside from inturies and 
~:::ru~o~m~y Of~:!>~wo~ 
handle Eastern's defense, 
whieh returns eight starters 
from last 'lear. 
"Eastern was such a great 
defensive tea m last year," 
Dempsey said. "And I think 
they're better defensively this 
year." . 
That's hard to believe 
because last year Eastern's 
defense was ranked fifth 
nationally in rushing defense 
(80.2 yards per gamel, eighth in 
total d~fense (236.5 yards per 
game) and second in scoring 
defense (8.8 points per gamel. 
Eastern likes to play a wide-
tackle six defense, and many 
times they will have eight men 
on the line of scrimmage. 
The Panthers have a strong 
pass rush, led by second team 
All-American defensive tackle 
Greg Duncan. Last year 
Duncan had 13 quarterback 
sacks and 87 tackles. 
Also on defense is Robert 
Williams at free safety. another 
second team All-American pick. 
Williams already has one in-
tercepti!Jn (returned for 43 
vardsi and six tackles thIS year. 
. A few injuries have set 
Molde's defense back a little. 
Starting ends Frank Walsh and 
Elvin Carmichael wiJI not play 
because of injuries to their 
knees. Tom Moskal, backup 
end, is doubtful with ;' sprained 
ankle. 
"It's unfortunate that the 
injuries all happened at one 
spot," Molde said. 
On offense, Molde was left 
with a hole when last year's 
quarterback Jeff Christensen 
( 153 of 301 for 2,270 yards and 21 
touchdowns) graduated. Molde. 
though, may have found a 
future star in ;-edshirt freshman 
John Raffer!). • 
Saturday, Rafferty completed 
10 of 14 passes for 136 yards and 
one touchdown. Molde said he IS 
br~aking in Rafferty slowly. 
"We were playing con-
serv ... tive in our opening 
game," Molde said. "I thought 
he executed very well. John has 
the potential to be an excellent 
quarterback. " 
Also a strength for Molde is 
halfback Kevin Staple, who 
gained over 1,000 yards rushing 
and 198 yards on 25 pass 
,~eptions last year. Against 
illinois State Saturday, he 
gained only 46 yards rushing. 
but Molde said that the Red-
birds were keying on him all 
game. 
Fullback Wes Nixon, who 
gained more 350 yards last year 
before being injured for the rest 
of the season in the tieventh 
game, finished with 70 yards 
rushing and five receptions for 
17 yards Saturday. 
Split end Jerry Wright. who 
caught 29 passes last year for 
Eastern, caught only one last 
week, but it was good for 37 
yards. 
Eastern kickerpunter Henry 
Castellanos booted three field 
goals Saturday, all from over 40 
yards, and had all his ! ickoffs 
go into the enmone. In addition, 
Castellano also punted five 
times for a 44.6 yard average. 
S 
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